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2008-09 AASU Men’s Basketball Squad. Standing (l-r): Blake Jones, David Pruett, Patrick Shok-
peka, Chris Vanlandingham, Dwight Tolbert, Marquise Duvall, Dawda Njie, Uriah Hethington, 
Brian Moultrie, Calvin Wilson, Keron McKenzie, Parker Hayden, Gabriel Robinson, T.T. Hall, Zach 
Corliss. Sitting (l-r): Head Athletic Trainer Daniel Hinely, Asst. Coach Steve Franklin, Head Coach 
Jeff Burkhamer, Asst. Coach Ryan Hilburn, Head Manager Steven Chaffee.
2008-09 AASU Roster
2008-09 Armstrong Atlantic State 
Pirate Basketball Roster
# Name Ht. Wt. Yr. Pos. Hometown/Previous School
2	 Chris	Vanlandingham	 6-4	 190	 Fr.	 G	 Hendersonville,	N.C./North	Henderson	HS
3	 David	Pruett	 6-4	 180	 Fr.	 G	 Sugar	Hill,	Ga./Lakeview	Academy
5	 T.T.	Hall	 6-3	 170	 Sr.	 G	 West	Palm	Beach,	Fla./St.	Petersburg	JC
10	 Blake	Jones	 6-0	 190	 Soph.	 G	 Savannah,	Ga./Georgia	Southern	University
11	 Zach	Corliss	 6-2	 180	 Fr.	 G	 Fletcher,	N.C./West	Henderson	HS
12	 Patrick	Shokpeka	 6-3	 190	 Jr.	 G	 Lawrenceville,	Ga./Atlanta	Metro
22	 Parker	Hayden	 6-5	 200	 Sr.	 G	 Raleigh,	N.C./Broughton	HS
23	 Gabriel	Robinson	 6-1	 200	 Jr.	 G	 Augusta,	Ga./Aiken	Tech	CC
24	 Calvin	Wilson	 6-6	 210	 Sr.	 F	 Bartow,	Fla./St.	Petersburg	JC
25	 Marquise	Duvall	 6-7	 230	 Jr.	 F	 Columbia,	S.C./Charleston	Southern	Univ.
32	 Dwight	Tolbert	 6-6	 205	 Jr.	 G/F	 Tifton,	Ga./Chattahoochee	Valley	CC
33	 Keron	McKenzie	 6-4	 220	 Jr.	 G	 Stone	Mountain,	Ga./Savannah	State	Univ.
34	 Brian	Moultrie	 6-6	 220	 Sr.	 F	 Beaufort,	S.C./Clinton	JC
45	 Dawda	Njie	 6-7	 215	 Fr.	 F/C	 Pipeline,	Gambia/David	Emmanuel	Academy




































































































































































































AASU returns two starters and four players for 2008-09
Pirate Basketball: Taking The 
  Senior guard T.T. Hall
  averaged 10.4 points
  and 4.0 rebounds per
  game as a junior, tops
  among returners for
  the 2008-09 season.
Senior Parker Hayden
has hit 50% of his 
career three-point
shots for the Pirates
































Hill, Ga.) will most likely redshirt his first season.
	 The	frontcourt	for	the	Pirates	will	look	a	lot	taller	




































Peach Belt By Storm in 2008-09
Senior Brian Moultrie
started four games last
season and recorded a
double-double with 13
points and 10 rebounds 












Classic - head coach Jeff Burkhamer’s first games in 
his	native	state	of	West	Virginia	as	the	Pirates’	head	
coach.
















AASU has won two Peach Belt Conference Championships









higher than 10 
feet.”
2006 Atlanta Tip-Off Club Naismith Awards
Georgia Collegiate Coach of the Year
“A team that plays 
hard, plays togeth-
er and plays with 
passion always has 
a chance to win.”
“One of the biggest challeng-
es in coaching is getting 15 
different backgrounds, 15 dif-
ferent personalities and 15 
different skill levels to blend 
into ONE cohesive unit.”
Head Coach Jeff Burkhamer
Jeff Burkhamer became AASU’s ninth head coach on June 10, 2002 5
The Jeff Burkhamer 
Coaching Ledger
Year School Rcd/Pct Postseason
89-90	 N.	Greenville	 29-5	.852	 NJCAA	Round	16
	 	 	 Region	X	Champs
 Carolina JC / Region X Coach of the Year
90-91	 N.	Greenville	 29-5	.852	 NJCAA	Elite	8
	 	 	 Region	X	Champs
	Carolina JC / Region X Coach of the Year
94-95	 Santa	Fe	CC	 15-18	.454	 Mid-Fla.	Conf.
	 	 	 Runner-Up
95-96	 Santa	Fe	CC	 28-4	.875	 Mid-Fla.	Conf.
	 	 	 Runner-Up
	National JC Coach of the Year (College Sports)
96-97	 Santa	Fe	CC	 26-6	.812	 Mid-Fla.	Champs
	 	 	 Region	VII	Semis
	Mid-Fla. Conference Coach of the Year
97-98	 Santa	Fe	CC	 28-3	.093	 Mid-Fla	Champs
	 	 	 Region	VII	QF
	Mid-Fla. Conference Coach of the Year
02-03	 AASU	 14-14	.500	 PBC	4th	Place
03-04	 AASU	 21-10	.677	 PBC	3rd	Place
	 	 	 NCAA	Trn
04-05	 AASU	 15-14	.514	 Lost	to	def.	DII
	 	 	 Chmps	in	PBC	Trn
05-06	 AASU	 23-8		.741	 PBC	Finalists
	 	 	 NCAA	Trn
06-07	 AASU	 21-9		.700	 NCAA	Trn
07-08	 AASU	 17-11	.607	
Totals                         266-107 .713 4 National Trn
   7 Regional Trn
Jeff Burkhamer























Florida	Conference	titles.	He	earned	National Junior College Coach of 
the Year	honors	by	College	Sport	Magazine	in	1995-96	as	the	Saints	set	a	
school	record	with	28	wins	and	also	won	21	straight	games	to	begin	the	sea-




















Head Coach Jeff Burkhamer
 6 Burkhamer was the Georgia Collegiate Coach of the Year in 2006-07
The Burkhamer Family
Jeff, Melissa, Diane and Lindsey
What They’re Saying About AASU Head 
Coach Jeff Burkhamer . . . 
“I	have	known	Jeff	Burkhamer	for	a	long	time.	He	gets	the	very	
best	out	of	his	players.	He	has	an	outstanding	work	ethic,	is	a	
great communicator and is a terrific teacher of the game. Jeff 
Burkhamer	will	have	Armstrong	Atlantic	State	competing	for	
Peach	Belt	Conference	titles.”



















	 - Gerald Madkins, Houston Rockets Director of Scouting, 
former CBA Rookie of the Year/Player for Grand Rapids
Questions and Answers with








beautiful city of Savannah, the beach and the weather fulfilled 
that	wish.	Third,	I	wanted	to	coach	at	a	school	where	I	thought	we	

























































Assistant Coaches Steve Franklin and Ryan Hilburn
Franklin played for Coach Burkhamer at North Greenville in 1989-91 7
Ryan Hilburn













































fit for our basketball program.”
Meet The Pirates
 8 AASU welcomes in 11 newcomers for the 2008-09 season
2008-09 Personnel Breakdown
Players Returning: 4
Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Cl. PPG RPG FG% FT%
T.T.	Hall	 G	 6-3	 180	 Sr.	 10.4	 4.0	 .385	 .587
Calvin	Wilson	 F	 6-6	 195	 Sr.	 6.3	 3.8	 .553	 .453
Brian	Moultrie	 F	 6-5	 205	 Sr.	 3.1	 3.0	 .485	 .655
Parker	Hayden	 G	 6-4	 200	 Sr.	 2.0	 0.6	 .467	 .900
Player Lost: 10
Name Pos. Ht. Wt. PPG RPG FG% FT%
Corey	Johnson	 G	 6-1	 170	 13.2	 2.9	 .469	 .786
Jamaal	Galloway	 G	 5-10	 175	 12.1	 2.0	 .429	 .923
Patrick	Sanou	 C	 6-6	 215	 10.2	 5.4	 .498	 .625
William	Kane	 PG	 5-11	 175	 5.0	 2.5	 .325	 .682
Franchot	Brown	 F	 6-4	 180	 6.3	 5.8	 .585	 .717
Bobby	Ancrum	 F	 6-5	 205	 2.2	 1.5	 .367	 .636
Nick	Bloemhof	 F	 7-0	 235	 1.3	 0.8	 .409	 .667
Jimmy	Fanning	 F	 6-10	 215	 1.0	 0.9	 .462	 .667
Andrew	Webber	 G	 5-11	 170	 0.7	 0.5	 .200	 .833
Marcus	Curry	 G	 6-1	 195	 0.7	 0.4	 .429	 .000
Newcomers For 2008-09: 11
Name Cl. Pos. Ht. Wt.	
Chris	Vanlandingham	 Fr.	 G	 6-4	 190
David	Pruett	 Fr.	 G	 6-4	 180
Blake	Jones	 Soph.	 G	 6-0	 190
Zach	Corliss	 Fr.	 G	 6-2	 180
Patrick	Shokpeka	 Jr.	 G	 6-3	 190
Gabriel	Robinson	 Jr.	 G	 6-1	 200
Marquise	Duvall	 Jr.	 F	 6-7	 230
Dwight	Tolbert	 Jr.	 G/F	 6-6	 205
Keron	McKenzie	 Jr.	 G	 6-4	 220
Dawda	Njie	 Fr.	 F/C	 6-7	 215
Uriah	Hethington	 Sr.	 F/C	 6-8	 205
Starters Returning: 2	(T.T.	Hall,	Calvin	Wilson)
Starters Lost: 3	(Corey	Johnson,	William	Kane,	Patrick	Sanou)
Top Returning Scorer: T.T.	Hall	(10.4	ppg)
Top Returning Rebounder: T.T.	Hall	(4.0	rpg)
Top Returning Assist Maker: T.T.	Hall	(33)
Top Returning FG Shooter: Calvin	Wilson	(.553)
Top Returning 3-Point Shooter: Parker	Hayden	(.524)
Top Returning Free Throw Shooter: Parker	Hayden	(.900)
Top Returning Shot Blocker: Calvin	Wilson	(17)







2007-08 Overall Record: 17-11
2007-08 Peach Belt Record: 11-9	(5th)
2007-08 Peach Belt Tournament Finish: First	Round
2007-08 Postseason Play: None
Senior Calvin Wilson 
averaged 6.3 points 
and 3.8 rebounds 
per game and ranked 
fifth in the Peach Belt 
Conference in steals, 




led all players in 
the state of North 
Carolina in scor-
ing, averaging 
32.5 points per 
game for North 




The 2008-09 squad contains players from four states and Africa 9





























Program Goals and Objectives










Hall scored 23 points against North Georgia in the PBC Tournament 
T.T. Hall’s Career AASU Statistics
Year GP-GS MIN FG-FGA PCT 3PM-3PA PCT FTM-FTA PCT OR-DR-TR    RPG TP PPG AST TO BS ST 
2007-2008	 28-19	 653	 107-278	 .385	 			40-127	 .315	 					37-63	 .587	 			33-80-113	 				4.0	 291	 10.4	 		33	 	37	 		6	 28










2T.T. HallSenior Guard6-3 • 170 • West Palm Beach, Fla.
2007-08:	Played	in	28	games,	starting	29,	for	the	Pirates	as	a	junior	...	Averaged	







players) for St. Petersburg JC as a sophomore in 2006-07 ...Earned first-team All-Sun 
Coast Conference honors and first-team All-State honors among Florida JC players ... 
Helped	lead	St.	Petersburg	College	to	consecutive	Florida	state	tournament	berths,	in-
cluding a 21-11 record and a second-place Sun Coast Conference finish as a sophomore.
HIGH SCHOOL: Played	for	two	seasons	at	Gold	Coast	HS	in	West	Palm	Beach	...	
Named team MVP as a senior and earned first-team All-County honors for the Gladiators 
























3-Pt. Field Goal Percentage:
4-5	(.600)	at	West	Georgia,	11/24/07
Patrick Hayden’s Career AASU Statistics
Year GP-GS MIN FG-FGA PCT 3PM-3PA PCT FTM-FTA PCT OR-DR-TR    RPG TP PPG AST TO BS ST 
2005-2006	 9-0	 22	 			3-11	 .273	 						2-4	 .500	 							0-0	 .000	 				0-1-1	 				0.1	 	8	 0.9	 		0	 		1	 		0	 1
2006-2007	 12-0	 45	 			8-15	 .533	 						4-9	 .444	 							0-0	 .000	 				2-1-3	 				0.3	 20	 1.7	 		1	 		3	 		0	 1
2007-2008	 24-1	 153	 	14-30	 .467	 				11-21	 .524	 							9-10	 .900	 			1-14-15	 				0.6	 48	 2.0	 		1									8								1	 1
2 Years 45-1 220  25-56 .446     17-34 .500        9-10 .900    3-16-19     0.4 76 1.7   2  12   1 3
22Parker HaydenSenior Guard6-5 • 200 • Raleigh, N.C.
2007-08:	Played	in	24	games,	making	one	start,	for	the	Pirates	as	a	junior	...	Aver-
aged	2.0	points	and	0.6	rebounds	per	game	...	Hit	11-of-21	three-pointers	(52.4%)	...	Hit	
5-of-6 shots from the floor, including 4-of-5 three-pointers, for a career-high 14 points 
























































COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Brian	is	an	athletic	post	player	that	feels	
comfortable	with	his	back	to	the	basket	or	faced	up	on	the	perimeter.	He	is	an	outstanding	
rebounder	and	an	excellent	shot	blocker.	We	need	Brian	to	be	active	and	aggressive	on	






Brian Moultrie’s Career AASU Statistics
Year GP-GS MIN FG-FGA PCT 3PM-3PA PCT FTM-FTA PCT OR-DR-TR    RPG TP PPG AST TO BS ST 
2007-2008	 27-4	 277	 		32-66	 .485	 					0-1	 .000	 					19-29	 .655	 			36-46-82	 				3.0	 83	 3.1	 			9	 	28	 	11	 12
1 Year 27-4 277   32-66 .485      0-1 .000      19-29 .655    36-46-82     3.0 83 3.1    9  28  11 12
Senior Calvin Wilson









24Calvin WilsonSenior Forward6-6 • 210 • Bartow, Fla.
2007-08:	Played	in	27	games,	starting	16,	for	the	Pirates	as	a	junior	...	Averaged	






JUNIOR COLLEGE: Averaged 10 points and five rebounds a game for St. Pe-
tersburg	JC	as	a	sophomore	in	2006-07	...	Helped	lead	St.	Petersburg	College	to	consecu-
tive	Florida	state	tournament	berths,	including	a	21-11	record	and	a	second-place	Sun	



















Calvin Wilson’s Career AASU Statistics
Year GP-GS MIN FG-FGA PCT 3PM-3PA PCT FTM-FTA PCT OR-DR-TR    RPG TP PPG AST TO BS ST 
2007-2008	 27-16	 440	 		73-132	 .553	 					0-4	 .000	 					24-53	 .453	 			32-71-103	 				3.8	 170	 6.3	 		12	 	46	 	17	 45
1 Year 27-16 440   73-132 .553      0-4 .000      24-53 .453    32-71-103     3.8 170 6.3   12  46  17 45
Senior Uriah Hethington 
Hethington  was the No. 1-rated JC center after his freshman year 14
50Uriah HethingtonSenior Forward/Center6-8 • 205 • Cairo, Ga.
AT MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE: Played	in	15	games,	making	one	
start	as	a	junior	for	the	Blue	Raiders	...	Averaged	8.3	minutes,	2.4	points	and	1.3	rebounds	













COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Uriah	gives	us	a	low	post	presence	







was a GI Joe action figure ... Favorite ’08 Olympics moment was the 100 meter dash 




Juniors Marquise Duvall and Keron McKenzie




6-4 • 220 • Stone Mountain, Ga.
AT SAVANNAH STATE: Played	in	21	games	as	a	sophomore	for	the	Tigers	...	Aver-
aged	3.2	points	and	0.9	rebounds	in	just	6.9	minutes	per	game	of	action	...	Hit	21-of-67	shots	








COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Keron	gives	us	another	big	wing	that	can	really	shoot	the	ball.	He	also	gives	us	more	
experience	and	maturity	on	the	perimeter.	Keron	can	play	either	wing	position,	is	an	excellent	three-point	shooter	and	is	able	to	get	into	
the paint and finish. Keron has a terrific attitude toward the game and an excellent work ethic.”
FUN FACTS: Favorite	entertainer	is	Jamie	Foxx	...	Favorite	video	game	is	Madden	’08	...	Favorite	midnight	snack	is	Reese’s	
Cups ... I’d give a year’s scholarship to meet Beyonce ... If I could spend a day with any historical figure I’d choose Martin Luther King  
...	When	I	am	65	years	old	I	envision	myself	traveling	the	world	...	Favorite	movie	is	300	...	Favorite	childhood	TV	show	was	Rugrats		
... Biggest fear is being blind ... Lists Kobe Bryant as a favorite sports personality and Barack Obama as an influential figure.
Marquise Duvall
Junior Forward
6-7 • 230 • Columbia, S.C.
AT CHARLESTON SOUTHERN: Played	two	seasons	for	Charleston	Southern	
University ... Played in 19 games as a sophomore, starting five, for the Buccaneers ... Played in 
12.3	minutes	per	game,	averaging	3.1	points	and	3.6	rebounds	per	game	...	Played	in	28	games,	
starting	10,	as	a	freshman	...	Averaged	4.6	points	and	3.1	rebounds	per	game	...	Shot	53%	from	the	







COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Marquise	gives	us	another	big	body	to	beat	and	bang	with	in	the	low	post.	He	is	aggres-









Juniors Gabriel Robinson and Patrick Shokpeka
Robinson averaged 7.4 assists per game, ranking 14th in NJCAA
Patrick Shokpeka
Junior Guard
















time with family and going to the beach ... Lists Martin Luther King, Jr., as an influential figure.
	
12













COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Gabriel	Robinson	is	a	big	point	guard	that	can	make	plays.	We	really	like	the	way	he	
handles	the	ball	and	uses	his	body	to	protect.	Gabe	will	be	able	to	get	into	the	paint	and	score	by	using	his	size	against	smaller	point	





Junior Dwight Tolbert and sophomore Blake Jones
Tolbert earned All-Conference honors at Chattahoochee Valley in 2006-0717
Dwight Tolbert
Junior Guard/Forward
6-6 • 205 • Tifton, Ga.
JUNIOR COLLEGE: Helped	lead	Chattahoochee	Valley	(Ala.)	CC	to	20	wins	in	2006-
07	...	Earned	All-Conference	honors	that	season,	averaging	13.6	points	and	5.1	rebounds	per	game,	









COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Dwight	Tolbert	gives	us	that	big	wing	that	has	always	been	so	productive	in	our	sys-
tem.	Dwight	will	be	relied	upon	to	score	the	basketball	for	us.	He	is	very	good	faced	up	and	can	make	shots	to	the	three-point	line	or	
put the ball on the floor and get to the rim. We also feel Dwight will be able to post smaller guards and should be a force on the glass. 







6-0 • 190 • Savannah, Ga.
AT GEORGIA SOUTHERN: Played	in	eight	games	for	the	Eagles	as	a	freshman	...	
Scored	one	point	and	grabbed	three	rebounds	in	29	minutes	of	action	...	Named	to	the	Dean’s	List	
and	earned	Southern	Conference	All-Academic	Honors.
















 18 Njie arrived in the U.S. to go to school and play basketball two years ago
Freshmen Zach Corliss and Dawda Njie
Dawda Njie
Freshman Forward/Center




Helped the Eagles win their first-ever state championship in 2006-07 ... Named team MVP ... 
Earned	All-Region	and	All-State	honors	...	Invited	to	participate	in	the	GISA	Georgia/South	Caro-
lina	All-Star	Game	...	Averaged	12	points,	9.9	rebounds	and	2.3	blocks	per	game	while	shooting	
62% from the floor.
PERSONAL: Born	Dawda	Njie	on	February	17,	1988,	in	Pipeline,	The	Gambia,	his	home-
town ... Arrived in the U.S. for the first time in January 2006 to attend high school and play basketball ... Lived with Sonny and Barbie 
Morgan	in	Metter	while	attending	David	Emmanuel	Academy	...	Majoring	in	political	science.
COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Dawda	is	a	young	man	with	a	lot	of	promise.	This	year	will	be	a	great	learning	year	for	
him.	He	will	be	exposed	to	a	variety	of	things	on	and	off	the	court.	I	believe	Dawda’	best	basketball	is	in	front	of	him.	His	work	ethic	
will	determine	how	quickly	he	reaches	his	potential.	Dawda	has	only	played	basketball	for	a	couple	of	years	and	already	has	good	
instincts and skills. He simply needs to refine his skills and get college basketball experience to reach his potential.”
FUN FACTS: Favorite	midnight	snack	is	cereal	...	Favorite	player	is	Tyler	Hansbrough	...	I’d	give	a	year’s	scholarship	to	meet	
Nelson	Mandela	...	My	biggest	role	model	is	my	dad	...	Favorite	childhood	toy	was	my	bicycle	...	Favorite	movie	is	Gladiator	...	Favor-





6-2 • 180 • Fletcher, N.C.
HIGH SCHOOL: Played	for	four	seasons	at	West	Henderson	HS	...	Earned	All-Conference	
and	All-Area	honors	as	a	junior	and	a	senior	...	Averaged	19	points	and	5.8	assists	per	game	as	a	
senior for the Falcons ... Shot 46% from the field, 39% from three-point range and 89% from the 
free	throw	line	...	Helped	lead	the	Falcons	to	conference	and	sectional	titles	and	a	regional	semi-





COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Zach	is	a	true	point	guard.	He	has	outstanding	leadership	qualities	and	is	a	very	good	




my summers playing ball and golfing as much as possible ... My biggest role model is my high school coach Rob Bliss ... Favorite 
childhood	toy	was	micro	machines	...	My	basketball	fantasy	is	to	dunk	the	ball	...	If	I	could	pick	one	person	to	build	a	college	basket-
ball	team	around	it	would	be	Roy	Williams	...	Few	people	know	this	but	I	listen	to	Elton	John	occasionally	...	Favorite	childhood	TV	
show was Scooby Doo ... Favorite place to eat is Denny’s ... Biggest fear is spiders  Enjoys fishing, swimming, listening to music and 
watching	SportsCenter	...	Lists	Chris	Paul,	Steve	Nash	and	Brett	Favre	among	his	favorite	sports	personalities.
Vanlandingham led the state of N.C. in scoring with 32.5 ppg 19
Freshmen David Pruett and Chris Vanlandingham
Chris Vanlandingham
Freshman Guard











COACH BURKHAMER SAYS: “Chris	is	a	scorer.	He	scores	in	a	variety	of	ways.	He	can	make	the	three	or	drive	to	





ball just as much as I love basketball ... Favorite movie is Pulp Fiction ... Favorite TV show is Sponge Bob ... Biggest fear is fire ... 
Enjoys fishing and playing video games ... Lists LeBron Janes as a favorite sports personality.
David Pruett
Freshman Guard
6-4 • 180 • Sugar Hill, Ga.
HIGH SCHOOL: Played	for	four	years	at	Lakeview	Academy	...	Named	the	8A	Region	
Player of the Year as a senior ... Also earned first-team All-State and All-Area honors for the Lions 
...	Averaged	21.7	points,	4.5	rebounds	and	2.1	assists	per	game	in	2007-08	...	Shot	44%	from	the	
field, 37% from the three-point line and 86% from the free throw line ... Led Lakeview Academy 
















 20 Chaffee has been a Pirate basketball manager for the past four seasons





Manager Steven Chaffee: “It is an 
honor and privilege to work with Pi-
rate players and coaches every day. 
We support and help each other be 
successful. I love the AASU basket-
ball family.”
Head coach Jeff Burkhamer: “Ste-
ven Chaffee is the best manager 
in the Peach Belt Conference. He 
works very hard to make sure our 
day-to-day operations run smoothly. 
He does all the little things, behind 
the scenes, that make a big differ-
ence. Steven is a tireless worker 
and is always ready to help. We will 
certainly miss Steven Chaffee after 














































through its history and its appearance in several feature films, 
including	“Glory,”	“Forrest	Gump,”	“Something	to	Talk	About,”	
“Midnight	In	The	Garden	of	Good	and	Evil”	and	the	2000	hit	











































January	 63.3	high,	37.9	low	 July	 98.0	high,	71.5	low
February	 63.1	high,	40	low	 August	 90.1	high,	71.4	low
March	 69.9	high,	46.8	low	 September	 85.6	high,	67.6	low
April	 77.8	high,	54.1	low	 October	 77.8	high,	55.9	low
May	 74.2	high,	62.3	low	 November	 69.5	high,	45.5	low
June	 88.6	high,	68.5	low	 December	 62.5	high,	39.4	low
22
Since	its	founding	in	1935,	Armstrong	Atlantic	State	University	has	continued	to	develop	to	meet	the	Savannah	community’s	educational	
needs. From its first location in Armstrong House in 
downtown	Savannah	to	its	current	home	on	a	scenic	
268-acre	lot	off	of	Abercorn,	the	university	has	become	
one of the finest educational institutions in the South-
eastern	United	States.
	 Armstrong	Junior	College	was	established	by	the	







































in 1995. The Sports Center includes offices for the physical 
education	department,	training	room	and	weight	room	areas,	























Armstrong Atlantic State University
AASU was fully accredited as a senior institution in December, 1968
Compass Point Apartments
Compass Point opened on AASU’s campus in the fall of 2002 23





























Life With The Pirates













Left: Legendary Georgia Tech and cur-
rent College of Charleston coach Bobby 
Cremins spends some time with the Pirate 
players. Cremins spoke about being a col-
lege basketball player and commented on 
the state of college basketball today.
Below: Savannah Mayor Otis Johnson 
spoke to the Pirate players about the im-
portance of “leadership.” Mayor Johnson 
is the leader of our city and is also the first 












Life With The Pirates





Above: Local magician and TV celebrity “Magic 
Marc” Dunston spoke with the Pirates about hav-
ing a “magical season.” Pictured are Pirate players 
with a 10-foot albino python. 
Top Right: Pirate players walk along a log that is 
approximately 30 feet above the ground. Pirate play-
ers learned about trusting their teammates and about 
overcoming fear.
Right: Public speaking! Pirate senior Parker 
Hayden talks to WTOC-TV 11 (CBS) at AASU’s 
annual media luncheon prior to the 2008-09 season.
AASU Strength Program
26
Armstrong Atlantic State University






























































































































































































































56 percent of AASU student-athletes carried GPAs of 3.0 or better 27
2007-08 Athletic Year in Review
Commissioner’s Cup
2007-2008 Commissioner’s Cup Final Standings
	 AASU finished second for the third straight year in the 2008 Peach Belt Conference Commissioner’s 
Cup	standings,	which	is	the	conference’s	all-sports	trophy.	AASU	received	59.5	points	out	of	a	possible	
84,	for	a	.708	percentage.		AASU	was	boosted	in	the	standings	by	Peach	Belt	titles	in	men’s	tennis	and	
women’s tennis, as well as second-place finishes for softball and women’s soccer. Columbus State won 
the cup, while USC Aiken finished third and Clayton State finished fourth. 
 MXC WXC MSO WSO VB MBB WBB BB SB MT WT GF Maximum Total
School (6) (10) (7) (9) (6) (11) (11) (10) (10) (9) (11) (7) Possible* Earned Rating
CSU	 6	 10	 --	 9	 --	 5.5	 6	 10	 6	 5	 8	 4	 94	 69.5	 .739
AASU	 --	 --	 --	 8	 4	 7	 5	 4.5	 9	 9	 11	 2	 84	 59.5	 .708
USC	Aiken	 --	 7	 5	 2.5	 6	 11	 9	 9	 4	 5	 5	 7	 101	 70.5	 .698
Clayton	State	 5	 2	 7	 5	 --	 5.5	 9	 --	 --	 --	 9.5	 6	 72	 49	 .681	
GCSU	 4	 8	 --	 6	 --	 9	 3	 6	 8	 7.5	 7	 5	 94	 63.5	 .676
Francis	Marion	 2	 5	 2	 --	 3	 3.5	 9	 7.5	 6	 5	 9.5	 --	 91	 52.5	 .577
Augusta	State	 --	 9	 --	 --	 1	 10	 9	 3	 3	 3	 6	 --	 78	 44	 .564
Lander	 --	 6	 5	 7	 5	 3.5	 9	 1.5	 1	 7.5	 4	 3	 101	 52.5	 .520
North	Georgia	 3	 3	 3	 2.5	 --	 8	 4	 7.5	 6	 1	 3	 --	 94	 41	 .436
UNC	Pembroke	 1	 4	 5	 4	 2	 1	 2	 4.5	 10	 --	 2	 1	 98	 36.5	 .372
Ga.	S’western	 --	 1	 1	 1	 --	 2	 1	 1.5	 2	 2	 1	 --	 88	 12.5	 .142
*Numbers	in	parentheses	indicate	maximum	number	of	points	that	can	be	awarded	for	each	sport.	Ratings	are	determined	
by	taking	the	maximum	number	of	points	available	to	each	school,	depending	on	how	many	sports	each	has,	and	dividing	







finishing with 284 points in the 
2007-08	NACDA	Division	II	
Director’s	Cup	competition.	The	


















AASU Athletics Enjoys Another Successful Year
2008 NCAA DII National Champions
Men’s Tennis
2008 NCAA DII National Champions 
Women’s Tennis
2007 Women’s Soccer - NCAA
Southeast Region Participants
2007-08 Men’s Golf - NCAA
Southeast Region Participants
AASU’s 2007-08 NCAA Participants
•	AASU	Women’s Tennis	captured	the	






season by capturing the school’s first-ever 
NCAA DII national championship	with	a	
5-0 win over Barry. It is AASU’s first NCAA 
DII	National	Championship	for	a	men’s	sport	
in	school	history.
•	AASU	Women’s Soccer earned its first-












and finished third, earning a No. 23 national rank-




Year and a first-team All-American. 
•	AASU	Men’s Basketball	went	17-11	and	senior	






•	The	AASU	Women’s Golf squad finished its 
third	season	of	competition	by	registering	three	
top-five finishes during the season.





season on the field in 2007-08, sending 
















2007-08 AASU Athletics In Review
AASU is the second DII team to capture both tennis titles in the same season
2008 Softball - NCAA South
Atlantic Region Participants
AASU Administration
AASU sent five teams to NCAA Championship play in 2007-08 29
Dr. Thomas Z. Jones
University President
	 Thomas	Z.	Jones,	the	sixth	president	to	serve	at	Armstrong	Atlantic	State	University,	















University System of Georgia Board of Regents
Kessel	Stelling,	Jr.	(Sixth)
Richard	L.	Tucker	(Chair)	(Seventh)






















the Pirate cross country teams for five years and started the first AASU men’s soccer 
team,	which	he	coached	for	seven	years.
	 During	Dr.	Aenchbacher’s	tenure	as	athletic	director,	AASU’s	athletic	programs	























































































































































coach of the fledgling women’s squad. Butler has 
led	the	men’s	team	to	the	NCAAs	each	of	the	last	six	


































Head Men’s & 
Women’s Golf Coach





















































Most Points, non-AASU team: 98
GC&SU	vs.	USC	Aiken,	2/22/00
Most Points, Both Teams:	191
GC&SU	(98)	vs.	USC	Aiken	(93),	2/22/99
Most Points, Both Teams, Regulation: 181
AASU	(93)	vs.	Clark	Atlanta	(88),	11/24/00
Largest Victory Margin: 47
AASU	(112)	vs.	Clark	Atlanta	(65),	11/22/04
Alumni Arena Men’s Basketball Highs
















AASU now sponsors 10 intercollegiate sports
AASU Athletic Training
 32
	 AASU athletic teams benefit from the fine athletic training staff, headed by medical director Dr. Spencer 
Wheeler	and	head	athletic	trainer	Daniel	Hinely.	










AASU Athletic Training Center Administration


















 At Indiana State, Miller served as a graduate assistant. She is CPR/AED professional rescuer certified, 




2008-09 Opponents - Peach Belt Conference




Saturday, February 14, 2009  4:00 p.m.







Home Court (capacity): 
George	A.	Christenberry	Fieldhouse	(2,216)
2007-2008 Record:	27-7















Wednesday, January 28, 2009  7:30 p.m.








Athletic Director: Mason Barfield
Home Court (capacity): 
Clayton	State	Athletics	Center	(2,000)
2007-2008 Record:	19-15

















Thursday, February 19, 2009  7:30 p.m.







Home Court (capacity): 
Frank	G.	Lumpkin	Jr.	Center	(4,500)
2007-2008 Record:	13-18




Record at CSU: 30-30,	2	years










Monday, February 2, 2009  7:30 p.m.









Home Court (capacity): 
Smith	University	Center	(3,027)
2007-2008 Record:	12-16















Wednesday, January 14, 2009  7:30 p.m.









Home Court (capacity): 
Centennial	Center	(4,071)
2007-2008 Record:	20-9















Wednesday, January 7, 2009  7:30 p.m.









Home Court (capacity): 
The	Storm	Dome	(2,200)
2007-2008 Record:	8-19




















Saturday, February 28, 2009  4:00 p.m.







Home Court (capacity): 
Finis	Horne	Arena	(2,500)
2007-2008 Record:	10-19

















Saturday, February 7, 2009  7:30 p.m.







Home Court (capacity): 
Jones	Athletic	Complex	(3,000)
2007-2008 Record:	8-20

















Monday, January 19, 2009  7:30 p.m.







Home Court (capacity): 
Memorial	Hall	Gymnasium	(2,500)
2007-2008 Record:	18-11





































Saturday, December 6, 2008  4:00 p.m.









Home Court (capacity): 
Convocation	Center	(3,468)
2007-2008 Record:	27-4















Monday, November 17, 2008  7:00 p.m.







Home Court (capacity): 
Ovens	Athletic	Center	(900)
2007-2008 Record:	21-10






























2008-09 Opponents - Tournament


















































































	 The Office of Sports Communications staff will furnish 
media	representatives	with	game	programs,	pregame	notes	
and statistics, in addition to halftime and final game statis-
tics	and	play-by-play.
 36
AASU Men’s Basketball Media Services
The Pirates are covered by three TV stations and two local papers






































bers wishing to file from courtside. The numbers are (912) 
344-3200	and	(912)	344-2729.	One	phone	will	be	provided	












































tory to reach the 1,000 point plateau, finishing his career 

































AASU ranked second in the PBC in three-point FG percentage and steals in 2007-08.
Senior Patrick Sanou averaged 
10.2 points and 5.4 rebounds a
game during his senior season,
setting career highs. He also
finished his career ranked 
sixth all-time in blocked shots.
	 Senior	Corey	Johnson,	a	transfer	from	Arkansas	Little-
Rock,	came	on	late	during	the	season,	leading	AASU	in	










 The Pirates also got significant contributions from 
juniors	T.T.	Hall	and	Calvin	Wilson.	Hall	averaged	10.4	





field goal percentage defense at 29.1 percent, while rank-
ing second in the league in three-point field goal percentage 
at	37.8	percent.	AASU	also	ranked	second	in	the	league	in	









Senior Jamaal Galloway (left) finished his career with 
the second-most three-point baskets in Peach Belt history 
with 227. William Kane (right) ranked fourth in NCAA DII




2007-08 Results and Statistics
Jamaal Galloway’s 92.3% free throw percentage is a school record
2007-2008 Armstrong Atlantic State Game Results
Overall: 17-11   •   Home: 10-4   •   Away: 5-6  •   Neutral: 2-1   •   PBC: 11-9
DATE OPPONENT SCORE HIGH SCORER HIGH REBOUNDER
11/16/07	 !	vs.	Coker	 W	75-73	 Jamaal	Galloway	(19)	 Patrick	Sanou	(9)
11/17/07	 !	vs.	St.	Andrews	 W	79-69	 T.T.	Hall	(23)	 Patrick	Sanou	(7)
11/24/07	 at	West	Georgia	 L	70-72	 Patrick	Sanou	(28)	 Patrick	Sanou	(7)
11/28/07	 *	NORTH	GEORGIA	 W	88-75	 Jamaal	Galloway	(21)	 T.T.	Hall	(9)
12/1/07	 *	at	USC	Aiken	 L	82-87	 Corey	Johnson	(23)	 Patrick	Sanou	(12)
12/18/07	 %	WEST	GEORGIA	 W	71-60	 Jamaal	Galloway	(22)	 Brian	Moultrie	(6)
12/19/07	 %	LENOIR-RHYNE	 W	56-45	 Patrick	Sanou	(17)	 Patrick	Sanou	(10)
12/28/07	 ^	VIRGINIA	STATE	 W	62-61	 T.T.	Hall	(20)	 Wilson	and	Moultrie	(10)
12/29/07	 ^	CHOWAN	 W	59-56	 Corey	Johnson	(14)	 Calvin	Wilson	(7)
1/5/08	 *	UNC	PEMBROKE	 W	71-48	 T.T.	Hall	(14)	 Franchot	Brown	(9)
1/9/08	 *	at	Georgia	Southwestern	 W	74-64	 Jamaal	Galloway	(16)	 Franchot	Brown	(9)
1/12/08	 *	AUGUSTA	STATE	 L	82-83	OT	 Corey	Johnson	(27)	 Wilson	and	Brown	(6)
1/16/08	 *	at	GCSU	 L	52-76	 Bobby	Ancrum	(8)	 Franchot	Brown	(7)
1/21/08	 *	at	North	Georgia	 W	91-76	 Jamaal	Galloway	(23)	 T.T.	Hall	(5)
1/23/08	 *	at	Columbus	State	 L	74-77	 Patrick	Sanou	(22)	 Patrick	Sanou	(10)
1/26/08	 *	LANDER	 W	68-48	 Galloway	and	Wilson	(15)	 Galloway	and	Wilson	(7)
1/30/08	 *	at	Clayton	State	 L	61-70	 Sanou	and	Brown	(14)	 Patrick	Sanou	(10)
2/2/08	 *	USC	AIKEN	 L	67-76	 Jamaal	Galloway	(13)	 Franchot	Brown	(8)
2/4/08	 *	at	Francis	Marion	 W	60-58	 Corey	Johnson	(18)	 Brown	and	Wilson	(5)
2/6/08	 *	GEORGIA	SOUTHWESTERN	 W	73-55	 T.T.	Hall	(18)	 Three	with	5
2/9/08	 *	at	UNC	Pembroke	 W	76-50	 Corey	Johnson	(24)	 Patrick	Sanou	(5)
2/13/08	 *	GCSU	 W	96-83	 Corey	Johnson	(18)	 Patrick	Sanou	(10)
2/16/08	 *	at	Augusta	State	 L	68-82	 Corey	Johnson	(15)	 Franchot	Brown	(10)
2/18/08	 *	CLAYTON	STATE	 L	55-61	 Corey	Johnson	(15)	 Franchot	Brown	(10)
2/21/08	 *	COLUMBUS	STATE	 W	79-77	 Corey	Johnson	(21)	 Franchot	Brown	(12)
2/27/08	 *	FRANCIS	MARION	 L	61-66	OT	 Corey	Johnson	(22)	 Franchot	Brown	(11)
3/1/08	 *	at	Lander	 W	72-52	 Corey	Johnson	(20)	 Sanou	and	Hall	(8)




2007-2008 Pirate Cumulative Statistics
Player GP/GS MIN FG-FGA PCT 3PMG-3PA PCT FT-FTA PCT OR-DR-TR RPG TP PPG AST TO BS ST
Corey	Johnson	 28/26	 772	 128-273	 .469	 48-124	 .387	 66-84	 .786	 18-63-81	 2.9	 370	 13.2	 66	 59	 6	 20
Jamaal	Galloway	 28/10	 733	 100-233	 .429	 80-192	 .417	 60-65	 .923	 16-40-56	 2.0	 340	 12.1	 27	 29	 4	 25
T.T.	Hall	 28/19	 653	 107-278	 .385	 40-127	 .315	 37-63	 .587	 33-88-113	 4.0	 291	 10.4	 33	 37	 6	 28
Patrick	Sanou	 26/21	 611	 108-217	 .498	 0-0	 .000	 50-80	 .625	 69-72-141	 5.4	 266	 10.2	 18	 38	 37	 23
Franchot	Brown	 28/12	 556	 72-123	 .585	 0-0	 .000	 33-46	 .717	 57-105-162	 5.8	 177	 6.3	 12	 27	 6	 19
Calvin	Wilson	 27/16	 440	 73-132	 .553	 0-4	 .000	 24-53	 .453	 32-71-103	 3.8	 170	 6.3	 12	 46	 17	 45
William	Kane	 28/28	 966	 40-123	 .325	 29-82	 .354	 30-44	 .682	 10-60-70	 2.5	 138	 5.0	 207	 85	 3	 33
Brian	Moultrie	 27/4	 277	 32-66	 .485	 0-1	 .000	 19-29	 .655	 36-46-82	 3.0	 83	 3.1	 9	 28	 11	 12
Bobby	Ancrum	 26/1	 191	 18-49	 .367	 1-1	 1.000	 21-33	 .636	 22-16-38	 1.5	 58	 2.2	 8	 19	 1	 7
Parker	Hayden	 24/1	 153	 14-30	 .467	 11-21	 .524	 9-10	 .900	 1-14-15	 0.6	 48	 2.0	 1	 8	 1	 1
Nick	Bloemhof	 23/1	 108	 9-22	 .409	 7-17	 .412	 4-6	 .667	 5-13-18	 0.8	 29	 1.3	 3	 7	 3	 0
Jimmy	Fanning	 16/1	 54	 6-13	 .462	 0-1	 .000	 4-6	 .667	 3-11-14	 0.9	 16	 1.0	 3	 7	 3	 3
Andrew	Webber	 21/0	 109	 3-15	 .200	 3-10	 .300	 5-6	 .833	 0-11-11	 0.5	 14	 0.7	 12	 12	 0	 3
Marcus	Curry	 10/0	 27	 3-7	 .429	 1-2	 .500	 0-0	 .000	 0-4-4	 0.4	 7	 0.7	 2	 4	 1	 3
TOTALS 28/28 5650 713-1581 .451 220-582 .378 362-525 .690 339-656-995 35.5 2008 71.7 413 421 99 222
2007-08 Game-By-Game Statistics
The Pirates were 12-2 when holding opponents to 70 pts or less39
Team FGM-FGA PCT 3PM-3PA PCT FTM-FTA PCT OR-DR-TR PF AST TO BLK STL PTS
AASU	!	 28-60	 .467	 9-21	 .429	 10-18	 .556	 14-20-34	 18	 20	 17	 4	 14	 75
Coker	 28-61	 .459	 11-23	 .478	 6-10	 .600	 15-24-39	 20	 15	 21	 0	 6	 73
AASU	!	 31-64	 .484	 9-26	 .346	 8-15	 .533	 10-16-26	 20	 20	 15	 7	 16	 79
St.	Andrews	 26-51	 .510	 6-14	 .429	 11-16	 .688	 11-24-35	 17	 14	 27	 2	 3	 69
AASU		 28-60	 .467	 7-21	 .333	 7-16	 .438	 15-16-31	 24	 18	 9	 1	 7	 70
West	Georgia	 28-55	 .509	 7-20	 .350	 9-23	 .391	 17-22-39	 17	 19	 11	 5	 2	 72
North	Georgia	 25-70	 .357	 3-21	 .143	 22-30	 .733	 16-23-39	 19	 5	 19	 3	 8	 75
AASU	*	 31-65	 .477	 8-20	 .400	 18-25	 .720	 13-34-47	 23	 19	 20	 6	 11	 88
AASU	*	 28-69	 .406	 9-24	 .375	 17-24	 .708	 13-27-40	 31	 14	 15	 3	 7	 82	
USC	Aiken	 27-58	 .466	 4-17	 .235	 29-45	 .644	 13-33-46	 24	 16	 14	 2	 9	 87
West	Georgia	 22-61	 .361	 3-22	 .136	 13-23	 .565	 17-17-34	 18	 9	 15	 4	 11	 60
AASU	%	 25-47	 .532	 5-14	 .357	 16-21	 .762	 7-27-34	 19	 14	 19	 3	 11	 71
Lenoir-Rhyne		 17-57	 .298	 4-19	 .211	 7-12	 .583	 16-20-36	 15	 9	 12	 4	 9	 45
AASU	%	 21-55	 .382	 7-21	 .333	 7-8	 .875	 15-27-42	 10	 12	 16	 4	 6	 56
Virginia	State	 28-72	 .389	 2-16	 .125	 3-5	 .600	 25-22-47	 18	 2	 20	 1	 6	 61
AASU	^	 24-59	 .407	 5-20	 .250	 9-15	 .600	 16-21-37	 10	 16	 21	 3	 11	 62
Chowan	 20-45	 444	 4-13	 .308	 12-15	 .800	 13-20-33	 16	 10	 17	 1	 5	 56
AASU	^	 19-48	 .396	 7-25	 .280	 14-21	 .667	 13-14-27	 16	 11	 11	 3	 6	 59
UNC	Pembroke	 18-45	 .400	 6-17	 .353	 6-9	 .667	 6-19-25	 19	 11	 17	 0	 6	 48
AASU	*	 25-52	 .481	 10-24	 .417	 11-16	 .688	 11-22-33	 11	 20	 12	 1	 10	 71
North	Georgia	 22-61	 .361	 4-20	 .200	 22-32	 .688	 16-23-39	 21	 8	 14	 5	 5	 70
AASU	*	 27-61	 .443	 8-23	 .348	 16-23	 .696	 15-27-42	 28	 21	 15	 6	 6	 78
AASU	*	 28-53	 .528	 13-25	 .520	 5-7	 .714	 11-21-32	 14	 14	 13	 3	 9	 74
Georgia	Southwestern	 23-51	 .451	 8-24	 .333	 10-15	 .667	 8-14-22	 12	 9	 14	 1	 7	 64
Augusta	State	 25-60	 .417	 6-24	 .250	 27-35	 .771	 18-22-40	 19	 7	 18	 1	 7	 83
AASU	*	 27-57	 .474	 14-30	 .467	 14-20	 .700	 10-23-33	 28	 10	 18	 4	 8	 82
AASU	*	 15-46	 .326	 3-13	 .231	 19-28	 .679	 7-25-32	 18	 5	 16	 3	 1	 52
GCSU	 28-62	 .452	 8-21	 .381	 12-18	 .667	 12-28-40	 21	 12	 9	 6	 10	 76
AASU	*	 32-57	 .561	 8-19	 .421	 19-26	 .731	 7-22-29	 29	 12	 11	 6	 9	 91
North	Georgia	 22-66	 .333	 4-20	 .200	 28-36	 .778	 24-19-43	 23	 7	 14	 4	 3	 76
AASU	*	 28-71	 .394	 6-23	 .261	 12-17	 .706	 15-29-44	 25	 14	 7	 4	 3	 74
Columbus	State	 25-61	 .410	 1-14	 .071	 26-34	 .765	 11-31-42	 15	 8	 7	 2	 4	 77
Lander	 20-65	 .308	 4-22	 .182	 4-9	 .444	 21-18-39	 9	 6	 9	 1	 3	 48
AASU	*	 27-56	 .482	 9-20	 .450	 5-9	 .556	 13-26-39	 9	 18	 12	 7	 4	 68
AASU	*	 21-59	 .356	 6-22	 .273	 13-19	 .684	 17-19-36	 20	 14	 14	 4	 9	 61
Clayton	State	 26-51	 .510	 5-15	 .333	 13-19	 .684	 9-24-33	 15	 16	 15	 2	 7	 70
USC	Aiken	 27-51	 .529	 9-24	 .375	 13-17	 .765	 8-24-32	 19	 18	 18	 3	 7	 76
AASU	*	 23-54	 .426	 8-20	 .400	 13-21	 .619	 12-18-30	 16	 13	 15	 0	 14	 67
AASU	*	 18-44	 .409	 6-17	 .353	 18-25	 .720	 8-19-27	 14	 10	 11	 4	 8	 60
Francis	Marion	 22-47	 .468	 5-16	 .313	 9-13	 .692	 8-19-27	 20	 15	 15	 1	 4	 58
Georgia	Southwestern	 22-58	 .379	 7-25	 .280	 4-8	 .500	 8-16-24	 7	 5	 15	 1	 7	 55
AASU	*	 29-54	 .537	 9-16	 .563	 6-9	 .667	 11-29-40	 16	 21	 21	 4	 6	 73
AASU	*	 27-47	 .574	 14-29	 .483	 8-13	 .615	 10-23-33	 18	 19	 18	 0	 5	 76
UNC	Pembroke	 16-46	 .348	 9-26	 .346	 9-15	 .600	 10-14-24	 17	 10	 16	 1	 5	 50
GCSU	 27-66	 .409	 8-19	 .421	 21-25	 .840	 14-14-28	 21	 14	 7	 0	 6	 83
AASU	*	 34-58	 .586	 6-10	 .600	 22-27	 .815	 12-27-39	 21	 18	 12	 3	 5	 96
AASU	*	 24-55	 .436	 4-13	 .308	 16-19	 .842	 11-20-31	 16	 14	 12	 1	 3	 68
Augusta	State	 30-57	 .526	 10-20	 .500	 12-15	 .800	 8-22-30	 16	 25	 11	 6	 6	 82
Clayton	State	 21-55	 .382	 6-21	 .286	 13-21	 .619	 14-20-34	 21	 11	 14	 1	 8	 61
AASU	*	 17-47	 .362	 7-21	 .333	 14-18	 .778	 11-24-35	 21	 12	 23	 4	 7	 55
Columbus	State	 28-67	 .418	 7-28	 .250	 14-18	 .778	 14-27-41	 15	 9	 14	 4	 6	 77
AASU	*	 28-67	 .418	 10-26	 .385	 13-19	 .684	 15-29-44	 16	 20	 14	 3	 9	 79
Francis	Marion	 23-56	 .411	 7-20	 .350	 13-22	 .591	 13-32-45	 26	 16	 25	 2	 6	 66
AASU	*	 21-67	 .313	 3-22	 .136	 16-27	 .593	 20-25-45	 24	 10	 21	 4	 11	 61
AASU	*	 25-48	 .521	 9-18	 .500	 13-17	 .765	 11-30-41	 18	 12	 17	 6	 6	 72
Lander	 18-59	 .305	 4-22	 .182	 12-21	 .571	 17-14-31	 20	 7	 12	 2	 9	 52
North	Georgia	 28-56	 .500	 4-15	 .267	 28-34	 .824	 8-27-35	 22	 11	 13	 2	 5	 88





The Peach Belt Conference
AASU has the third-best winning percentage in PBC contests

























































November of 1988 when 11 schools first 
met	in	Greenville,	S.C.	to	form	a	Division	
II	conference.	Following	a	second	meeting	








































































































Co-Player of the Year: Tyrekus	Bowman,	ASU
	 	 	 								Chris	Commons,	USCA
Freshman of the Year: Simel	Boyd,	FMU














The Peach Belt Conference
2007-08 Peach Belt Conference 
Final Standings
School PBC Games Home Away All Games Home Away Neut
USC	Aiken		 19-1	.950		 10-0		 9-1		 27-4	.871		 15-1		 11-2		 1-1
Augusta	State		 17-3	.850		 9-1		 8-2		 23-6	.793		 12-1		 10-4		 1-1		
GCSU		 13-7	.650		 8-2		 5-5		 20-9	.690		 11-2		 5-6		 4-1	
North	Georgia		 12-8	.600		 6-4		 6-4		 18-11	.621		 9-5		 8-6	 	1-0	
Armstrong	Atlantic	 11-9	.550		 6-4		 5-5		 17-11	.607		 10-4		 5-6		 2-1	
Clayton	State		 9-11	.450		 6-4		 3-7		 18-14	.563		 9-5		 5-9		 4-0
Columbus	State		 9-11	.450		 7-3		 2-8		 13-18	.419		 8-5		 2-11		 3-2	
Francis	Marion		 6-14	.300		 4-6		 2-8		 12-16	.429		 10-7		 2-8		 0-1	
Lander		 6-14	.300		 4-6		 2-8		 10-19	.345		 6-8		 3-11		 1-0	
Georgia	Southwestern	5-15	.250		 3-7		 2-8		 8-19	.296		 5-8		 2-10		 1-1		
UNC	Pembroke		 3-17	.150		 3-7		 0-10		 8-20	.286		 7-7		 1-12		 0-1	
2007-08 Players of the Week
2007-08 All-Peach Belt Team
Scoring
Player (Team) G FG 3FG FT Pts PPG
1.	Anthony	Sargent	(GSW)	 25	 183	 88	 97	 551	 22.0
2.	Chris	Commons	(USCA)	 31	 258	 48	 111	 675	 21.8
3.	Tyrekus	Bowman	(ASU)	 34	 255	 29	 134	 673	 19.8
4.	Aaron	Wyatt	(GSW)	 25	 150	 59	 99	 458	 18.3
5.	Jeremy	Fears	(USCA)	 27	 149	 65	 105	 468	 17.3
6.	Shaun	Keaton	(GCSU)	 29	 145	 92	 100	 482	 16.6
7.	Ben	Madgen	(ASU)	 34	 165	 64	 149	 543	 16.0
8.	Andre	Morgan	(NGA)	 29	 141	 61	 103	 446	 15.4
9.	Garret	Siler	(ASU)	 34	 211	 0	 95	 517	 15.2























William Kane was only the second AASU player to lead the PBC in assists
2007-08 PBC Statistical Leaders
































	 	 TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	Columbus	 11-5	 19-10
	 2.	Lander	*	 10-6	 21-8
	 3.	Augusta	 9-7	 17-11
	 	 Pembroke	 9-7	 14-12
	 	 USCS	 9-7	 17-9
	 6.	FMU	 7-9	 13-14
	 	 USCA	 7-9	 12-15
	 8. ASC 6-10 12-16
 9.	GC	 4-12	 9-18
	 	 Kennesaw	 0-0	 20-8
	 *	NCAA	participant
Rookie of the Year
Frank	Smith,	Pembroke
Player of the Year
William	Adair,	Augusta
Coach of the Year
Finis	Horne,	Lander
	  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	GCSU	*	 16-2	 25-5
	 2.	Columbus	 13-5	 19-8
	 3.	Kennesaw	12-6	 20-7
	 	 USCS	 12-6	 19-10
	 5. AASU 10-8 16-12
 6.	Lander	 8-10	 15-12
	 7.	USCA	 7-11	 12-15
	 8.	UNCP	 6-12	 10-18
	 9.	Augusta	 5-13	 8-19
	 10.	FMU	 1-17	 3-25
	 	 Clayton	 0-0	 14-12
	 *	NCAA	participant	
Rookie of the Year
Oliver	Ottley,	Augusta
Player of the Year
Tim	Jones,	GCSU




Peach Belt Conference Year-By-Year








































	 	 TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	USCA	 12-4	 22-7
	 2.	Augusta	 10-6	 17-12
	 	 FMU	 10-6	 19-9
	 	 USCS	 10-6	 18-9
	 5. ASC 8-8 15-12
  Columbus	 8-8	 13-13
	 7.	Pembroke	 7-9	 10-16
	 8.	GC	 6-10	 15-13
	 9.	Lander	 1-15	 3-23
	 	 Kennesaw	 0-0	 19-12
	 *	NCAA	participant
Rookie of the Year
Kenny	Coleman,	GC
Player of the Year
Derek	Stewart,	Augusta
Coach of the Year
Larry	Epperly,	USCA
	  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	USCS	*	 12-2	 24-6
	 2.	Augusta	 9-5	 17-11
	 	 Columbus	 9-5	 22-8
	 4.	USCA	 8-6	 12-16
	 5.		FMU	 7-7	 19-12
	 6. ASC 5-9 16-12
	 	 GC	 5-9	 9-20
	 8.	Lander	 1-13	 2-26
	 *	NCAA	Participant
Rookie of the Year
Carlton	Farr,	FMU
Player of the Year
Ulysses	Hacket,	USCS
Coach of the Year
Herbert	Greene,	Columbus
	 	 TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	USCS	*	 12-0	 26-3
	 2.	FMU	 8-4	 22-10
	 3. ASC 6-6 18-10
	 	 GC	 6-6	 19-12
	 5.		Columbus	 4-8	 12-13
	 6.	USCA	 3-9	 14-17
	 	 Lander	 3-9	 11-17
	 *	NCAA	Participant
Co-Players
 of the Year
Ulysses	Hacket,	USCS
Willie	Murdaugh,	USCS















































	  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1. ASC * 14-4 20-11
 2.	Lander	*	 12-6	 21-9
	 	 FMU	 12-6	 17-10
	 	 USCS	 12-6	 18-10
	 5.	Columbus	 10-8	 20-9
	 6.	GC	 9-9	 15-12
	 7.	Pembroke	 7-11	 10-17
	 8.	USCA	 5-13	 9-18
	 	 Kennesaw	 5-13	 8-19
10.	 Augusta	 4-14	 9-19
	 *	NCAA	participant
Rookie of the Year
Jake	Biddle,	FMU
Player of the Year
Carlton	Farr,	FMU


















	  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	Columbus*	15-3	 26-6
	 2.	GC	 14-4	 21-7
	 3.	USCS	*	 13-5	 23-8
	 4.	Lander	 11-7	 19-8
	 5.	Pembroke	 8-10	 15-13
	 	 Kennesaw	 8-10	 12-15
	 7.	Augusta	 6-12	 11-16
	 8. ASC 5-13 12-14
 	 USCA	 5-13	 9-17
	 	 FMU	 5-13	 8-19
	 	 Clayton	 0-0	 7-19
	 *	NCAA	participant	
Rookie of the Year
Derek	Moore,	USCA
Player of the Year
Marshall	Dibble,	Lander


















  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	USCS	*	 13-3	 22-7
	 2.	FMU	 12-4	 16-11
	 3.	USCA	*	 11-5	 20-10
	 4.	Lander	 5-11	 12-15
	 5.	UNCP	 3-13	 7-20
	 	 Augusta	 3-13	 5-22
SOUTH
	 1.	CSU	*	 12-4	 26-7
	 2. AASU 11-5 18-11
 3.	KSU	 10-6	 18-10
	 4.	GCSU	 8-8	 15-13
	 5.	Clayton	 4-12	 12-16
	 	 UNF	 4-12	 8-17
	 *	NCAA	participant
Freshman of the Year
Will	Tucker,	FMU
Player of the Year
Larry	Coates,	CSU



















  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	Augusta	 13-3	 19-10
	 	 Lander	*	13-3	 25-7
	 3.	FMU	 8-8	 16-12
	 4.	USCA	 7-9	 14-14
	 5.	UNCP	 3-13	 5-22
	 6.	USCS	 2-14	 4-23
SOUTH
	 1.	GCSU	 13-3	 24-5
	 2.	CSU	 9-7	 18-10
	 	 AASU 9-7 17-11
 4.	UNF	 8-8	 12-16
	 5.	Clayton	 7-9	 15-12
	 6.	KSU	 4-12	 10-17
	 *	NCAA	participant
Freshman of the Year  
Gary	Boodnikoff,	ASU
Player of the Year 
Kavossy	Franklin,	ASU
Coach of the Year		
Gary	Tuell,	ASU
	 NORTH
  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	 Upstate	*	 13-3	 24-8
	 2.	 ASU	 10-6	 19-11
	 	 Lander	 10-6	 17-11
	 4.	 FMU	 5-11	 10-17
	 5.	 USCA	 2-14	 7-21
	 6.	 UNCP	 1-15	 3-25
SOUTH
	 1.	 KSU	*	 13-3	 24-6
	 2.		 CSU	*	 11-5	 23-9
	 	 Clayton			 11-5	 18-13
	 4.	 UNF	 9-7	 14-17
	 5. AASU 6-10 15-14
 6.	 GC&SU	 5-11	 13-15
	 *	NCAA	participant
Freshman of the Year		
Cameron	Tovey,	ASU
Player of the Year 
Yandel	Brown,	CSU
































Peach Belt Conference Year-By-Year















Co-Freshman of the Year 	
Chris	Conklin,	CSU
Charles	Sullivan,	FMU
Player of the Year 
Robert Campbell, AASU
Coach of the Year  
Terry	Sellers,	GCSU
	 NORTH
  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	Augusta	 12-4	 17-11
	 	 Lander	 12-4	 21-9
	 3.	UNCP	 6-10	 16-11
	 	 USCS	 6-10	 12-16
	 5.	USCA	 5-11	 13-12
	 	 FMU	 5-11	 9-17
SOUTH
	 1.	GCSU	*	 13-3	 25-6
	 2. AASU 11-5 16-13
 3.	CSU	*	 8-8	 22-10
	 4.	Clayton	 7-9	 11-15
	 	 KSU	 7-9	 14-11
















Freshman of the Year  
Kevin	Harrington,	USCS
Player of the Year	
Robert Campbell, AASU
Coach of the Year  
Griff Mills, AASU
	 NORTH
  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	 Augusta	*	 11-5	 21-10
	 	 Lander	 11-5	 17-10
	 3.	 USCA	 9-7	 16-12
	 	 USCS	 9-7	 16-11
	 5.	 FMU	 4-12	 7-19
	 6.	 UNCP	 3-13	 6-20
SOUTH
	 1. AASU * 15-1 25-8
 2.	 UNF	 8-8	 14-13
	 	 CSU	 8-8	 15-13
	 4.	 Clayton	 6-10	 9-18
	 	 GCSU	 6-10	 10-15

















Freshman of the Year 	
Donny	Lotz,	UNF
Player of the Year 
Gary	Boodnikoff,	ASU




	 	 TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	 Augusta	*	 14-5	 22-8
	 2.	 UNCP	 8-11	 12-15
	 3.	 USCS	 8-11	 11-16
	 4.	 USCA	 7-12	 12-16
	 5.	 Lander	 6-13	 11-17
	 6.	 FMU	 2-17	 4-23
SOUTH
	 1.	 Clayton	 15-4	 19-9
	 2.	 CSU	 13-6	 19-9
	 	 KSU	 13-6	 20-10
	 4.	 GCSU	 10-9	 15-12
	 	 UNF	 10-9	 13-14
















Freshman of the Year 	
Georgy	Joseph,	KSU
Player of the Year	
Terrence	Hill,	KSU
Coach of the Year		
Tony	Ingle,	KSU
	 NORTH
  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	 ASU	*	 13-6	 18-11
	 2.	 USCS	 11-8	 18-11
	 3.	 FMU	 8-11	 13-14
	 4.	 Lander	 4-15	 7-21
	 	 USCA	 4-15	 5-23
	 6.	 UNCP	 0-19	 0-28
SOUTH
	 1.	 CSU	*	 16-3	 27-5
	 2.		 KSU	 14-5	 25-10
	 3.	 AASU  12-7 14-14
	 4.	 Clayton	 11-8	 17-12
	 	 UNF	 11-8	 15-14
 6.	 GC&SU	 10-9	 14-13
	 *	NCAA	participant
	 NORTH
  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	 FMU	*	 15-1	 27-4
	 2.	 ASU	 9-7	 11-17
	 3.	 USCS	 7-9	 14-14
	 4.	 USCA	 4-12	 11-18
	 5.	 Lander	 3-13	 7-21
	 6.	 UNCP	 2-14	 3-25
SOUTH
	 1.	 KSU	*	 16-0	 35-4
	 2.		 CSU	*	 12-4	 22-9
	 3.	 AASU * 10-6 21-10
	 	 Clayton	 10-6	 22-8
	 5.	 UNF	 5-11	 13-15
 6.	 GC&SU	 3-13	 7-22
	 *	NCAA	participant
Freshman of the Year		
Tommy	Greer,	ASU
Player of the Year 
Terrence	Hill,	KSU


















    TEAM    PBC YEAR
	 1.	 CSU*	 16-4	 23-9
	 	 GCSU*	 16-4	 22-9
	 3. AASU* 15-5 23-8
	 4.	 Clayton	 14-6	 21-7
	 5.	 Upstate*	 12-8	 20-10
	 6.	 ASU	 11-9	 15-13
	 7.	 NGCSU	 10-10	 14-12
	 8.	 FMU	 7-13	 12-16
	 9.	 Lander	 4-16	 9-21
	 	 USCA	 4-16	 6-22
	 11.	 UNCP	 1-19	 5-24	
		*	NCAA	participant
Freshman of the Year		
Daniel	Quinlan,	Upstate
Player of the Year 
Jeremy	Mayweather,	GCSU
Coach of the Year 	
Terry	Sellers,	GCSU
2005-2006
AASU has had at least one All-PBC player every year since ‘01-’02 44














Freshman of the Year 	
Ben	Madgen,	Augusta	State
Player of the Year 
Tyrekus	“A.J.”	Bowman,	Augusta	State
Coach of the Year  
Dip	Metress,	Augusta	State
	 NORTH
  TEAM PBC YEAR
	 1.	Lander	*	11-5	 20-11
	 2.	Upstate	 9-7	 17-11
	 3.	FMU	 5-11	 9-19
	 	 UNCP	 5-11	 6-22
	 5.	NGA	 4-12	 9-21
	 6.	USCA	 3-13	 9-22
SOUTH
	 1.	ASU	*	 14-2	 24-7
	 2. AASU * 11-5 21-9
 3.	Clayton	*	10-6	 24-8
	 4.	CSU	 9-7	 17-12
	 5.	GCSU	 8-8	 19-10















Freshman of the Year 	
Simel	Boyd,	Francis	Marion
Co-Player of the Year 
Tyrekus	“A.J.”	Bowman,	Augusta	State
Chris	Commons,	USC	Aiken
Coach of the Year  
Vince	Alexander,	USC	Aiken
    TEAM      PBC YEAR
	 1.	 USCA	*	 19-1	 27-4
	 2.	 ASU	*	 17-3	 27-7
	 3.	 GCSU	 13-7	 20-9
	 4.	 NGA	 12-8	 18-11
	 5.	 AASU	 11-9	 17-11
	 6.	 Clayton	*	 9-11	 19-15
	 	 CSU	 9-11	 13-18
	 8.	 FMU	 6-14	 12-16
	 	 Lander	 6-14	 10-19
	 10.	 GSW	 5-15	 8-19
	 11.	 UNCP	 3-17	 8-20
	 *	NCAA	participant

















Peach Belt Conference Tournament History









































Armstrong State 68, Georgia College 60
Quarterfinals








































































AASU 79, USC Aiken 68
Semifinals
Columbus	State	82,	Kennesaw	State	64
AASU 77, GC&SU 72
Championship
































AASU 69, Augusta State 46
Columbus	State	81,	USC	Spartanburg	65
Championship























AASU 76, Columbus State 71
Championship









2000 (Greenwood, S.C.) 2001 (Greenwood, S.C.)
In 2000 and 2001, only the top four teams from each division advanced to the PBC Tournament 
AASU has the second-most overall wins in PBC tournament history 46
Peach Belt Conference Tournament History
















































































































Armstrong Atlantic 74, GCSU 72
USC	Upstate	76,	Lander	65
Championship




































































































































Field Goal % (Min. 150 att.)
	 1.	 Ray	Smith,	81-82	............ 	 .660	(363-547)
	 2.	 Joe	Henry,	79-80	............. 	 .645	(198-307)
	 3.	 Will	Robinson,	83-84	...... 	 .635	(120-189)
	 4.	 Cyrille	Mainnemarre,	99-00	.620	(114-184)
	 5.	 Ike	Williams,	71-72	......... 	 .616	(188-305)
	 6.	 Rod	Lane,	85-86	.............. 	 .610	(172-282)
	 	 Jim	Owen,	83-84	............. 	 .610	(136-223)
	 8.	 Al	Hall,	81-82	................. 	 .600	(120-199)
	 9.	 Terell	Barnes,	89-90	........ 	 .599	(130-217)
10.	 Ike	Williams,	72-73	......... 	 .598	(189-316)











3-Point  % (min. 1 3PM/gm)
	 1.	 Greg	Johnson,	87-88	....... 	 .519	(28-54)
	 2.	 Mick	Jordan,	00-01	......... 	 .504	(57-113)
	 3.	 Greg	Johnson,	88-89	....... 	 .480	(59-123)
	 	 David	Koncul,	00-01	....... 	 .480	(36-75)
	 5.	 Jason	Sanders,	03-04	....... 	 .471	(32-68)
	 6.	 Steve	Ray,	97-98	............. 	 .456	(83-182)
	 7.	 David	Koncul,	99-00	....... 	 .455	(71-156)
	 8.	 Tyrone	Green,	89-90		...... 	 .451	(37-82)
	 9.	 Tyrone	Green,	90-91	....... 	 .444	(40-90)
	 	 Chris	Davis,	90-91	.......... 	 .444	(55-124)














Free Throw % (min. 2 FTM/gm)
	 1.	 Jamaal	Galloway,	07-08	... 	 .923	(60-65)
	 2.	 Foy	Ballance,	79-80	......... 	 .917	(66-72)
	 3.	 David	Rich,	69-70	............ 	 .910	(131-144)
	 4.	 Danny	Smith,	67-68	......... 	 .899	(133-148)
	 5.	 Craig	Chambers,	91-92	.... 	 .894	(76-85)
	 6.	 Greg	Johnson,	87-88	........ 	 .877	(57-65)
	 7.	 Foy	Ballance,	77-78	......... 	 .873	(55-63)
	 8.	 John	Tatum,	66-67	............ 	 .871	(74-85)
	 9.	 Foy	Ballance,	80-81	......... 	 .865	(128-148)
10.	 Foy	Ballance,	78-79	......... 	 .857	(102-119)


















































Field Goal % (Min. 250 att.)
	 1.	 Ray	Smith,	81-83	............. 	 .667	(471-706)
	 2.	 Will	Robinson,	83-85	....... 	 .608	(259-426)
	 3.	 Joe	Henry,	78-80	.............. 	 .605	(384-635)
	 4.	 Rod	Lane,	84-86	............... 	 .590	(286-485)
	 	 Greg	Favors,	99-01	.......... 	 .590	(187-317)
	 6.	 Amp	Bush,	83-84	............. 	 .582	(206-354)
	 7.	 Ike	Williams,	71-75	.......... 	 .563	(831-1475)
	 8.	 Henry	T.	Wright,	76-78	.... 	 .559	(269-488)
	 9.	 Luke	Ludwinski,	78-81	.... 	 .558	(187-355)
10.	 Cyrille	Mainnemarre,	99-01	.556	(258-464)











3-Point  % (min. 30 made)
	 1.	 Greg	Johnson,	87-89	...........	 .492	(87-177)
	 2.	 David	Koncul,	98-01	...........	 .443	(145-327)
	 3.	 Phil	Clark,	91-92	.................	 .438	(91-208)
	 4.	 Mick	Jordan,	98-01	.............	 .437	(183-419)
	 5.	 Nick	Bloemhof,	03-08	.......	 .434	(43-99)
	 6.	 Tyrone	Green,	87-91	...........	 .432	(115-266)
	 7.	 Steve	Ray,	97-99	.................	 .430	(163-379)
	 8.	 Mike	Harner,	90-93	.............	 .437	(79-211)
	 9.	 Tony	Simms,	90-91	.............	 .425	(31-73)
10.	 Doug	Layman,	88-90	..........	 .418	(38-91)











Free Throw % (min. 100 att.)
	 1.	 Foy	Ballance,	78-81	......... 	 .873	(296-339)
	 2.	 Jamaal	Galloway,	04-08	... 	 .871	(196-225)
	 3.	 Danny	Sims,	66-68........... 	 .857	(203-237)
	 	 Greg	Johnson,	87-89	........ 	 .857	(108-126)
		5.	 David	Rich,	67-71	............ 	 .845	(310-367)
	 6.	 Joe	Henry,	78-80	.............. 	 .818	(202-247)
	 7.	 Tory	Harris,	05-07	............ 	 .800	(144-180)
	 8.	 Heath	Schroyer,	93-95	..... 	 .793	(134-169)
		9.	 Robert	Bradley,	68-72	...... 	 .791	(253-320)
























































































































































Most Field Goals Attempted
Game:	108,	vs.	Albany	State,	2-18-74	(L	91-88)
Season:	2,082	(27	games),	1978-79






Fewest Field Goals Attempted
Game:	38,	at	Paine,	11-17-03	(W	61-60)
Season:	1,380	(28	games),	2002-03











Most Free Throws Made
Game:	43,	vs.	Fort	Valley	State,	2-16-88	(W	92-81)
Season:	552	(27	games),	1978-79
Most Free Throws Attempted
Game:	53,	vs.	Fort	Valley	State,	2-16-88	(W	92-81)
Season:	751	(30	games),	1971-72
Best Free Throw Percentage
Game:	1.000,	three	times.	Last	vs.	Baptist,	1-22-87	(L	81-103)
Season:	.744,	2006-07






























Coach Bill Alexander led Armstrong State 
to two NAIA and two NCAA playoff ap-
pearances in his 10 years as the Pirates’ 
head man.
Coach Years W-L Pct.
Larry	Tapp	 1966-67	 5-19	 .208
Bill	Alexander	 1967-77	 148-128	.540
George	Bianchi	 1977-83	 91-73	 .554
Renny	Bryner	 1983-86	 52-34	 .605
Raleigh	Pastrick	 1986-87	 6-22	 .214
Doug	Riley	 1987-90	 64-54	 .542
Griff	Mills	 1990-01	 161-119	.575
John	Marhefka	 2001-02	 13-15	 .464
















Coach of the Year
Bill	Alexander	(1974-75,	1976-77)
 50
Individual and Scoring Records
Robert Campbell was the PBC’s Player of the Year twice from ‘99-’01
Individual Records Top Performances
35-Point Games
Date Player Pts. Against Score
12/14/70	Steve	Holland	 35	 at	Florida	Tech	 W	98-75
1/16/71	 Steve	Holland	 40	 at	CofCharleston	W	104-89
1/21/71	 Steve	Holland	 37	 UNC	Wilmingtn	 W	96-84
12/8/71	 Sam	Berry	 39	 Savannah	State	 W	90-85
12/11/71	Sam	Berry	 39	 Baptist	 L	83-85
12/20/71	Sam	Berry	 35	 Carroll	 W	104-97	ot
1/26/72	 Sam	Berry	 42	 Valdosta	State	 W	99-84
2/19/72	 Sam	Berry	 39	 Bryan	 W	104-63
12/8/73	 Ike	Williams	 35	 at	Oglethorpe	 W	108-83
2/6/74	 Ike	Williams	 38	 Valdosta	State	 W	92-81
2/9/74	 Ike	Williams	 35	 West	Georgia	 L	88-101
2/22/74	 Ike	Williams	 36	 Columbus	State	 L	100-110
12/10/74	Ike	Williams	 36	 Savannah	State	 W	108-81
12/28/74	Sam	Berry	 37	 Wis.-Eau	Claire	 W	96-94	2ot
1/28/75	 Sam	Berry	 35	 Savannah	State	 W	108-81
2/10/75	 Sam	Berry	 37	 at	Ky.	Wesleyan	 L	77-92
12/30/75	Sam	Berry	 37	 Valparaiso	 L	59-75
1/20/76	 Wayne	Armstrong	 39	 Buffalo	 W	92-84	ot
2/9/76	 Sam	Berry	 35	 West	Georgia	 L	97-101	ot
2/14/76	 Sam	Berry	 46	 Augusta	State	 W	84-83	ot
2/28/76	 Sam	Berry	 42	 at	Chattanooga	 L	75-97
11/29/76	Wayne	Armstrong	 36	 S.C.	State	 W	93-63
1/6/79	 Mike	Pringle	 42	 West	Georgia	 W	100-93
1/17/79	 Terrell	Jones	 35	 Valdosta	State	 W	92-83
1/20/79	 Joe	Henry	 39	 at	Flagler	 W	102-79
2/23/79	 Joe	Henry	 38	 Valdosta	State	 L	89-96
12/29/79	Mike	Pringle	 35	 Paine	 W	97-73
1/10/81	 Daryll	Mitchell	 40	 West	Georgia	 L	87-94
12/17/81	Ray	Smith	 44	 Urbana	 W	92-85
12/21/81	Ray	Smith	 37	 Edward	Waters	 W	124-83
1/16/82	 Ray	Smith	 50	 Piedmont	 W	135-105
2/6/82	 Ray	Smith	 36	 at	Piedmont	 W	101-87
11/13/82	Ray	Smith	 39	 GC&SU	 W	100-76
11/27/82	Ray	Smith	 38	 South	Carolina	 L	68-86
11/19/82	Tommy	Blackshear	 39	 at	Piedmont	 W	116-71
2/20/89	 Greg	Johnson	 37	 at	Augusta	State	 L	82-100
12/8/90	 Chris	Davis	 36	 at	Fla.	Atlantic	 W	93-81
12/28/91	Phil	Clark	 43	 at	West	Georgia	 W	97-85
2/15/93	 Mark	Salley	 35	 Lander	 W	87-66
2/5/94	 Jock	Page	 37	 at	USC	Spartnbg	W	95-88
20-Rebound Games
Date Player Reb. Against Score
12/3/68	 Joe	Harper	 23	 Savannah	State	 W	97-79
12/7/68	 Jim	Stephens	 21	 LaGrange	 W	73-67
1/4/69	 Joe	Harper	 22	 Emory	&	Henry	 W	78-71
1/31/69	 Jim	Stephens	 24	 at	Drake	(Fla.)	 W	92-72
3/1/69	 Jim	Stephens	 23	 Piedmont	 W	96-89	ot
11/29/71	Sam	Berry	 23	 Florida	Tech	 W	103-67
2/19/72	 Sam	Berry	 27	 Bryan	 W	104-63
2/21/72	 Sam	Berry	 29	 Savannah	State	 W	111-109
1/17/73	 Sam	Berry	 20	 at	Augusta	State	 L	81-104
2/19/73	 Sam	Berry	 20	 Southern	Tech	 W	94-68
2/24/73	 Sam	Berry	 20	 at	South	Florida	 L	79-90
1/21/74	 Artie	Johnson	 22	 St.	Mary’s	 W	109-77
11/16/74	Wayne	Armstrong	 26	 Southern	Tech	 W	95-51
1/28/75	 Sonny	Powell	 21	 Savannah	State	 W	108-81
2/18/76	 Wayne	Armstrong	 21	 Valdosta	State	 W	87-86	ot
3/6/76	 Wayne	Armstrong	 20	 West	Georgia	 L	91-105
12/14/78	Aaron	Hill	 27	 at	Clearwater	 W	129-69
12/21/78	Aaron	Hill	 20	 Webber	 W	129-59
12/28/79	Aaron	Hill	 21	 Florida	Tech	 W	74-52
1/24/81	 Luke	Ludwinski	 20	 Flagler	 L	63-64
11/25/81	Ray	Smith	 23	 Fla.	Memorial	 W	95-70
11/30/81	Ray	Smith	 23	 at	Marshall	 L	91-100
12/21/81	Ray	Smith	 21	 Edward	Waters	 W	124-83
1/13/82	 Ray	Smith	 20	 at	Augusta	State	 W	83-78
2/6/82	 Ray	Smith	 27	 at	Piedmont	 W	101-87
2/10/82	 Ray	Smith	 21	 Columbus	State	 W	69-65
2/4/86	 Rod	Lane	 22	 Edward	Waters	 W	97-79
Robert Campbell
Two-time Peach Belt Conference 
Player of the Year Robert Campbell 
made an assault on the all-time NCAA 
Division II steals record in 2000-01, 
collecting a school-record 113 thefts 
and finishing just four steals shy of 
the all-time mark, held at the time by 
Oronn Brown of Clarion. A two-time 
DII Bulletin All-America selection, 
Campbell finished his four-year ca-
reer as the Pirates’ all-time leader in 
steals and games played and was the 








































































































































Daktronics All-S. Atl. Region
Robert	Campbell	(1999-00,	2000-01)
Lorenzo	Lawrence	(2004-05)
CoSIDA Academic All-District III
Patrick	Sanou	(2006-07,	2007-08)
AASU Honor Roll














































































The Dearing Cup is awarded to AASU’s top free throw shooter























































The only four-time 
winner of the Ashley 
Dearing Cup, Foy 
Ballance is the 
Pirates’ all-time 
leader in free throw 
percentage, hitting 
87.3 percent.
Danny Sims, a two-
time winner of the 
Dearing Cup, is tied 
for second all-time in 
free throw percentage, 
hitting 85.7 percent.
All-Time Records
AASU faces four schools for the first time in 2008-09 53




































Cincinnati Temple Baptist ..................... 0-0
Claflin (S.C.)	............................................ 9-1
Clark	Atlanta	............................................ 2-1







Columbus State ...................................... 34-40































Georgia College & State ........................ 36-22
Georgia	Southern	..................................... 3-8






































































































































AASU’s first of nine 20-win seasons came in 1971-72
1966-1967 (5-19, 3-5 GIAC)
Sat,	Nov	19	 at	UNC	Wilmington	 	 L	72-91
Tues,	Nov	22	 at	Augusta	 	 L	72-82	
Mon,	Nov	28	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	63-99	
Fri,	Dec	2	 at	Georgia	State	 		 L	76-86
Sat,	Dec	3	 at	Shorter	*	 		 L	61-87	
Tues,	Dec	6	 UNC	Wilmington	 		 L	58-62	
Fri,	Dec	9	 Georgia	State	 	 W	105-104	ot
Sat,	Dec	10	 Georgia	Southwestern	*	 	 W	81-68	
Sat,	Dec	17	 Berry	*	 		 L	53-57	
West	Georgia	Invitational	(2nd)
Fri, Jan 6 N Georgia Southwestern  W 75-74 
Sat, Jan 7 N Augusta   L 61-73	
Wed,	Jan	11	 Florida	Presbyterian	 		 L	68-92	
Tues,	Jan	17	 Augusta	 		 L	60-99	
Sat,	Jan	21	 Piedmont	*	 	 W	96-70	
Fri,	Jan	27	 at	Troy	State	 		 L	82-86	
Mon,	Jan	30	 at	Piedmont	*	 	 W	99-83	
Sat,	Feb	11	 at	Florida	Presbyterian	 	 L	76-87	
Mon,	Feb	13	 at	Saint	Leo	 		 L	98-112	
Wed,	Feb	15	 Augusta	 		 L	77-107	
Sat,	Feb	18	 at	Georgia	Southwestern	*	 L	76-86	
Mon,	Feb	20	 at	Berry	*	 		 L	71-100	
Fri,	Feb	24	 at	UNC	Charlotte	 		 L	80-81	
Sat,	Feb	25	 at	Newberry	 		 L	77-104	
Mon,	Feb	27	 Saint	Leo	 		 L	93-96	
*	Georgia	Intercollegiate	Conference
1967-1968 (8-20, 5-9 GIAC) 
Sat,	Nov	18	 at	Georgia	Southwestern	*	 L	69-85	
Tues,	Nov	21	 at	Augusta	 	 L	56-84	
Sat,	Dec	2	 at	Georgia	State	 		 L	70-78	
Thurs,	Dec	7	 Valdosta	State	*	 		 L		64-85	
Sat,	Dec	9	 Piedmont	*	 		 L	83-89	
Sat,	Dec	16	 UNC	Charlotte	 	 W	93-68	
Mon,	Dec	18	 Newberry	 		 L	87-100	
Armstrong	State	Holiday	Invitational	(4th)
Thrs, Dec 28 Piedmont   L  85-92 
Fri, Dec 29 Georgia Southwestern  L  71-80 
Sat,	Jan	6	 at	Piedmont	*	 	 W	93-85	
Mon,	Jan	8	 Florida	Southern	 		 L	67-86	
Sat,	Jan	13	 Berry	*	 		 L		66-85	
Tues,	Jan	16	 Augusta	 		 L	75-86	
Wed,	Jan	17	 N	Savannah	State	 	 W	85-73	
Fri,	Jan	19	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	51-65	
Sat,	Jan	20	 at	LaGrange	*	 	 W	73-64	
Fri,	Jan	26	 Shorter	*	 	 W	71-70	
Sat,	Jan	27	 LaGrange	*	 		 L	70-87	
Fri,	Feb	2	 at	Tampa	 		 L	85-112	
Sat,	Feb	3	 at	Florida	Presbyterian	 	 L	76-97	
Mon,	Feb	5	 at	Florida	Southern	 		 L	77-89	
Fri,	Feb	9	 at	Shorter	*	 		 L	77-85	
Sat,	Feb	10	 at	Berry	*	 		 L	98-108	
Tues,	Feb	13	 at	Augusta	 		 L	68-90	
Fri,	Feb	16	 Georgia	State	 	 W	73-69	
Sat,	Feb	17	 West	Georgia	*	 	 W	87-73	
Tues,	Feb	20	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	55-97	
Sat,	Feb	24	 Georgia	Southwestern	*	 	 W	81-79	2ot
*	Georgia	Intercollegiate	Conference
1968-1969 (10-17, 4-10 GIAC) 
Fri,	Nov	22	 at	Lander	 	 W	77-71	
Sat,	Nov	23	 at	Piedmont	*	 		 L	73-74	
Savannah	Shrine	Bowl
Tues, Nov 26 Florida Tech  W 84-72
Tues, Dec 3 N Savannah State  W 97-79 
Thurs,	Dec	5	 Valdosta	State	*	 		 L		71-83	
Sat,	Dec	7	 LaGrange	*	 	 W	73-67	
Sat,	Dec	14	 Georgia	Southern	 		 L	71-99	
Georgia	Southwestern	Holiday	Inv.	(3rd)
Fri, Jan 3 N Augusta   L  65-82 
Sat, Jan 4 N Emory & Henry  W 78-71
Fri,	Jan	10	 Baptist	 		 L	92-100	
Sat,	Jan	11	 Berry	*	 		 L	83-99	
Tues,	Jan	14	 Tampa	 		 L	74-78	
Wed,	Jan	15	 N	Savannah	State	 		 L	74-86	
Sat,	Jan	18	 West	Georgia	*	 		 L	52-55	
Fri,	Jan	24	 Shorter	*	 		 L	76-78	
Sat,	Jan	25	 Lander	 	 W	94-76	
Fri,	Jan	31	 at	Drake	(FL)	 	 W	92-72	
Sat,	Feb	1	 at	Florida	Tech	 		 L	105-116	
Mon,	Feb	3	 at	Tampa	 		 L	80-96	
Fri,	Feb	7	 at	Shorter	*	 		 L	78-96	
Sat,	Feb	8	 at	Berry	*	 		 L	76-83	
Fri,	Feb	14	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	76-83	
Sat,	Feb	15	 at	LaGrange	*	 	 W	82-81	
Fri,	Feb	21	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	81-116	
Sat,	Feb	22	 at	Georgia	Southwestern	*	 L	51-63	
Fri,	Feb	28	 Georgia	Southwestern	*	 	 W	73-61	
Sat,	Mar	1	 Piedmont	*	 	 W	96-89	ot	
*	Georgia	Intercollegiate	Conference
1969-1970 (10-20, 4-10 GIAC)
Wed,	Nov	12	 Alumni	(exh)	 	 W	82-67
Augusta	Invitational	(4th)
Fri, Nov 28 at Augusta   L  71-72 
Sat, Nov 29 N Georgia Southwestern  L  76-78 ot 
Tues,	Dec	2	 Florida	Tech	 	 W	87-80	
Thurs,	Dec	4	 Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	85-101	
Mon,	Dec	15	 University	of	the	South	 	 L	76-92	
Wed,	Dec	17	 LaGrange	*	 		 L	62-63	
Fri,	Jan	2	 at	Stetson	 		 L	80-114	
Sat,	Jan	3	 at	Florida	Southern	 	 W	66-50	
Sat,	Jan	10	 Berry	*	 		 L	72-88	
Wed,	Jan	14	 at	Georgia	Southern	 		 L	68-103	
Sat,	Jan	17	 West	Georgia	*	 	 W	79-71	
Mon,	Jan	19	 at	Piedmont	*	 	 W	90-81	
Wed,	Jan	21	 College	of	Charleston	 	 W	89-66	
Fri,	Jan	23	 Georgia	Southwestern	*	 	 W	84-70	
Sat,	Jan	24	 Shorter	*	 		 L	57-63	
Wed,	Jan	28	 at	College	of	Charleston	 	 W	85-77	
Fri,	Jan	30	 at	Florida	Tech	 	 W	81-75	
Sat,	Jan	31	 at	Rollins	 		 L	67-78	
Mon,	Feb	2	 at	Tampa	 		 L	76-83	
Fri,	Feb	6	 at	Shorter	*	 		 L	60-61	
Sat,	Feb	7	 at	Berry	*	 		 L	72-83	
Mon,	Feb	9	 Tampa	 		 L	72-80	
Fri,	Feb	13	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	84-107	
Sat,	Feb	14	 at	LaGrange	*	 	 W	69-62	
Wed,	Feb	18	 N	Savannah	State	 		 L	66-89	
Fri,	Feb	20	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	65-90	
Sat,	Feb	21	 at	Georgia	Southwestern	*	 L	61-65	
Tues,	Feb	24	 at	Baptist	 		 L	69-82	
Inaugural	Savannah	Kiwanis	Basket	Bowl
Fri, Feb 27 Piedmont *   L  87-95 
Sat,	Feb	28	 Lander	 	 W	89-84	
*	Georgia	Intercollegiate	Conference
1970-1971 (15-12)
Fri,	Nov	20	 Alumni	(exh)	 	 W	78-42	
Inaugural	Geechee	Classic	(2nd)
Fri,	Nov	27	 Palm	Beach	Atlantic	 	 W	93-66	
Sat,	Nov	28	 College	of	Charleston	 		 L	69-83	
Wed,	Dec	2	 at	Georgia	Southern	 		 L	63-82	
Sat,	Dec	5	 at	Georgia	College	 		 L	67-74	
Sat,	Dec	12	 at	Stetson	 		 L	72-96	
Mon,	Dec	14	 at	Florida	Tech	 	 W	98-75	
PhibLant	Holiday	Tmt.	(Norfolk,	Va)	3rd
Thrs,	Dec	17	 N	Chapman	 	 W	76-73	
Fri,	Dec	18	 N	Submarine	Forces-Atlantic	 L	79-83	
Sat, Dec 19 N Mansfield State  W 85-69 
Sat,	Jan	2	 Loras	 	 W	78-74	
Sat,	Jan	9	 North	Georgia	 	 W	77-56	
Thurs,	Jan	14	 Georgia	College	 	 W	91-66	
Sat,	Jan	16	 at	College	of	Charleston	 	 W	104-89	
Thurs,	Jan	21	 UNC	Wilmington	 	 W	96-84	
Sat,	Jan	23	 at	Southern	Tech	 		 L	83-109	
Thurs,	Jan	28	 Samford	 		 L	84-103	
Sat,	Jan	30	 Baptist	 	 W	95-88	
Tues,	Feb	2	 Georgia	Southern	 		 L	58-71	
Sat,	Feb	6	 Florida	Tech	 	 W	102-64
Tues,	Feb	9	 Edward	Waters	 	 W	99-72	
Thurs,	Feb	11	 Fort	Lauderdale	 	 W	94-64	
Sat,	Feb	13	 at	Lander	 		 L	80-90	
Second	Savannah	Kiwanis	Basket	Bowl
Tues, Feb 16 College of Charleston  W 68-61	
Fri,	Feb	19	 at	University	of	the	South	 W	99-75	
Sat,	Feb	20	 at	Bryan	 		 L		72-79	
Tues,	Feb	23	 N	Savannah	State	 		 L	75-87	
Fri,	Feb	26	 Southern	Tech	 		 L	97-103
1971-1972 (20-10)
Sat,	Nov	20	 French	Martinique	(exh)	 	 W	131-60
2nd	Annual	Geechee	Classic	(2nd)
Fri, Nov 26 Georgia Southwestern  W 68-47
Sat, Nov 27 LaGrange   L  71-88 
Mon,	Nov	29	 Florida	Tech	 	 W	103-67	
Wed,	Dec	1	 at	Valdosta	State	 		 L	85-95	
Sat,	Dec	4	 College	of	Charleston	 	 W	106-79	
Mon,	Dec	6	 at	Georgia	College	 	 W	60-57	
Wed,	Dec	8	 N	Savannah	State	 	 W	90-85	
Sat,	Dec	11	 at	Baptist	 		 L	83-85	
Tues,	Dec	14	 Baldwin-Wallace	 	 W	100-86	
Mon,	Dec	20	 Carroll	 	 W	104-97	ot	
PhibLant	Holiday	Tmt.	(Norfolk,	VA)	3rd
Tues, Dec 21 N SerbLant  W 100-78 
Wed, Dec 22 N Federal City   L  60-71 
Thrs, Dec 23 at PhibLant  W 82-77 
Mon,	Jan	10	 Georgia	College	 	 W	95-86	
Sat,	Jan	15	 Augusta	 	 W	82-72	
Fri,	Jan	21	 at	Campbell	 		 L	78-95	
Sat,	Jan	22	 at	UNC	Wilmington	 	 W	77-76	
Mon,	Jan	24	 Hawthorne	 	 W	140-85	
Wed,	Jan	26	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	99-84	
Sat,	Jan	29	 at	Southern	Tech	 		 L	88-105	
Mon,	Jan	31	 at	Samford	 		 L	86-90	
Fri,	Feb	4	 Lander	 		 L	81-83	
Sat,	Feb	5	 at	Florida	Tech	 	 W	110-63	
Mon,	Feb	7	 at	Palm	Beach	Atlantic	 	 W	84-65	
Thrs,	Feb	10	 at	Augusta	 	 W	97-85	
Third	Savannah	Kiwanis	Basket	Bowl
Sat, Feb 12 Southern Tech   L  91-93 
Sat,	Feb	19	 Bryan	 	 W	104-63	
Mon,	Feb	21	 N	Savannah	State	 	 W	111-109	
Sat,	Feb	26	 at	College	of	Charleston	 	 W	79-64	
NAIA	District	25	Playoffs
Mon, Mar 6 at West Georgia   L  75-81	
1972-1973 (21-6)
Inaugural	Shriner’s	Classic	(2nd)
Fri, Nov 24 N Savannah State  W 92-82 
Sat, Nov 25 Samford   L  67-71 
Fri,	Dec	1	 at	Southern	Tech	 	 W	81-68	
Sat,	Dec	2	 at	Oglethorpe	 	 W	69-68	
Wed,	Dec	13	 Valdosta	State	 		 L	83-89	
Thrs,	Dec	14	 Unity	 	 W	83-51	
Sat,	Dec	16	 Tusculum	 	 W	86-63	
PhibLant	Holiday	Tmt	(Norfolk,	VA)	1st
Tues, Dec 19 N Troy State  W 94-87 
Wed, Dec 20 N Sub Forces Atlantic  W 112-68 
Thrs, Dec 21 N Federal City  W 82-68 
Wed,	Jan	3	 Bryant	 	 W	83-72	
Sat,	Jan	6	 M.I.T.	 	 W	90-68	
Mon,	Jan	8	 Bucknell	 	 W	70-67	
Tues,	Jan	9	 Wisconsin-LaCrosse	 	 W	78-72
Fourth	Savannah	Kiwanis	Basket	Bowl
Sat,	Jan	13	 Campbell	 	 W	95-80
Wed,	Jan	17	 at	Augusta	 		 L		81-104	
Thurs,	Jan	19	 St.	Johns’s	(MN)	 	 W	78-51	
Wed,	Jan	24	 at	Valdosta	State	 		 L	89-103	
Sat,	Jan	27	 Federal	City	 	 W	97-85	
Fri,	Feb	2	 Oglethorpe	 	 W	95-70	
Sat,	Feb	10	 at	Lander	 	 W	76-71	
Tues,	Feb	14	 Florida	Tech	 	 W	86-70	
	
All-Time Results
AASU finished first in the SAC three straight years from 1974-77 55
1975-1976 (13-13, 8-2 SAC)
4th	Annual	Shriner’s	Classic	(2nd)
Fri, Nov 28 N Savannah State  W 106-81 
Sat, Nov 29 Wisconsin-Eau Claire   L  58-59
Tues,	Dec	2	 at	West	Florida	 		 L	66-77	
Thurs,	Dec	4	 at	Austin	Peay	 		 L	63-101	
Sat,	Dec	13	 at	Columbus	*	 		 L	77-80	2ot	
Tues,	Dec	16	 UT	Chattanooga	 	 W	87-69	
Wisconsin-Eau	Claire	Classic	(4th)
Mon, Dec 29 N College of Steubenville  L  76-85 
Tues, Dec 30 N Valparaiso  L  59-75 
Sat,	Jan	3	 Wright	State	 		 L	85-89	ot	
Thurs,	Jan	8	 SUNY	Stonybrook	 	 W	68-48	
Sat,	Jan	10	 at	West	Georgia	*	 	 W	58-48	
Sat,	Jan	17	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 	 W	68-58	
Tues,	Jan	20	 SUNY	Buffalo	 	 W	92-84	ot	
Thurs,	Jan	22	 West	Florida	 		 L	59-64	
Seventh	Savannah	Kiwanis	Basket	Bowl
Sat, Jan 24 Southern Tech *  W 73-64 
Wed,	Jan	28	 at	Augusta	*	 	 W	58-57	
Mon,	Feb	2	 Georgia	College	 	 W	99-78	
Mon,	Feb	9	 West	Georgia	*	 		 L	97-101	2ot	
Thrs,	Feb	12	 Georgia	Southern	 		 L	78-79	
Sat,	Feb	14	 Augusta	*	 	 W	84-83	ot	
Wed,	Feb	18	 Valdosta	State	*	 	 W	87-86	2ot	
Sat,	Feb	21	 at	Southern	Tech	*	 	 W	47-43	ot	
Mon,	Feb	23	 Columbus	*	 	 W	96-67	
Sat,	Feb	28	 at	UT	Chattanooga	 		 L	75-97	
SAC	Tournament	(at	Savannah)	4th
Fri, Mar 5 Augusta   L  72-75 
Sat, Mar 6 West Georgia   L  91-105
*	South	Atlantic	Conference
1976-1977 (15-15, 8-2 SAC)
5th	Annual	Shriners	Classic	(4th)
Fri, Nov 26 South Carolina State   L  71-73 
Sat, Nov 27 N Savannah State   L  53-56 
Mon,	Nov	29	 South	Carolina	State	 	 W	93-63	
Wed,	Dec	1	 Piedmont	 	 W	90-60	
Fri,	Dec	3	 St.	Paul’s	 	 W	86-75	
Wed,	Dec	8	 Columbus	*	 	 W	84-64	
Sat,	Dec	11	 at	Austin	Peay	 		 L	79-82	
Tues,	Dec	14	 at	UT	Chattanooga	 		 L	88-124	
Thrs,	Dec	16	 at	Maine	 		 L	64-73	
Sat,	Dec	18	 Austin	Peay	 		 L	60-71	
Wed,	Dec	22	 USC	Aiken	 	 W	79-78	
Thurs,	Jan	6	 at	Tennessee	Tech	 		 L	69-71	
Sat,	Jan	8	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	73-80	
Tues,	Jan	11	 at	Augusta	*	 	 W	75-74	
Thrs,	Jan	13	 at	Gannon	 		 L	65-73	
Sat,	Jan	15	 at	Wright	State	 		 L	81-83	
Mon,	Jan	17	 at	Eastern	Illinois	 		 L	69-97	
Wed,	Jan	26	 Augusta	*	 	 W	86-68	
Fri,	Jan	28	 Georgia	College	 	 W	103-76	
Sat,	Jan	29	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	95-86	
Tues,	Feb	1	 at	Southern	Tech	 	 W	71-55	
Sat,	Feb	5	 West	Georgia	*	 	 W	95-80	
Fri,	Feb	11	 UT	Chattanooga	 		 L	70-79	
Mon,	Feb	14	 at	Columbus	*	 	 W	80-74	
Wed,	Feb	16	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	91-94	ot	
Sat,	Feb	19	 Southern	Tech	*	 	 W		2-0	
SAC	Tournament	(at	Valdosta)	1st
Fri,	Feb	25	 N	West	Georgia		 	 W	85-73	
Sat,	Feb	26	 at	Valdosta	State	 	 W	77-74	
NCAA	II	South	Regional	(Chattanooga)	4th
Fri, Mar 4 N Florida Tech   L  82-91 
Sat, Mar 5 N Valdosta State   L  73-83
*	South	Atlantic	Conference
1977-1978 (11-15, 1-7 SAC)
6th	Annual	Shriners	Classic	(2nd)
Fri, Nov 25 Mars Hill  W 85-79 
Sat, Nov 26 South Carolina State   L 107-109 
 at	South	Carolina	State	 	 L	90-104	
Fri,	Dec	2	 Georgia	College	 	 W	107-81	
Sat,	Dec	10	 Clearwater	 	 W	123-84	
Dec		 at	Florida	Memorial	 	 W	105-104	
Sat,	Dec	17	 at	Florida	Southern	 		 L	89-104	
Youngstown	(OH)	Classic	(3rd)
Wed, Dec 28 N University of Baltimore L  62-85 
Thrs, Dec 29 N Buffalo State  W 98-92 
Mon,	Jan	2	 Morris	Harvey	 	 W	106-95	
Thurs,	Jan	5	 USC	Spartanburg	 	 W	94-78	
Sat,	Jan	7	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	112-129	
Wed,	Jan	11	 Florida	Southern	 		 L	74-81	
Thrs,	Jan	12	 Augusta	*	 		 L	77-87	
Mon,	Jan	16	 Wright	State	 		 L	74-85	
Wed,	Jan	18	 at	Flagler	 	 W	116-89	
Mon,	Jan	23	 Columbus	*	 		 L	107-123	
Sat,	Jan	28	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	88-107	
Mon,	Jan	30	 at	Augusta	*	 	 W	72-69	
Wed,	Feb	1	 USC	Aiken	 	 W	78-72	
Sat,	Feb	4	 West	Georgia	*	 		 L	69-71	
Mon,	Feb	6	 Flagler	 	 W	88-78	
Sat,	Feb	11	 at	Columbus	*	 		 L	78-105	
Wed,	Feb	15	 Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	90-101	
Sat,	Feb	18	 Tennessee	Temple	 		 L	86-103	
SAC	Tournament	(at	Carrollton,	GA)	
Thrs, Feb 23 at West Georgia   L  90-102
*	South	Atlantic	Conference
1978-1979 (21-6, 4-4 SAC)
Big	A	Tournament	(1st)
Fri, Nov 24 Georgia College  W 121-77 
Sat, Nov 25 Flagler  W 116-107 
Mon,	Nov	27	 Florida	Memorial	 	 W	98-74	
Wed,	Nov	29	 at	Georgia	Southern	 		 L	94-97	
Fri,	Dec	1	 Piedmont	 	 W	109-67	
Mon,	Dec	4	 at	Georgia	College	 	 W	103-85	
Sat,	Dec	9	 King	College	 	 W	95-66	
Wed,	Dec	13	 at	Florida	Memorial	 	 W	118-98	
Thrs,	Dec	14	 at	Clearwater	 	 W	129-69	
Inaugural	Pirate	Holiday	Classic	(1st)
Thrs, Dec 21 Webber  W 129-59 
Fri, Dec 22 UNC Greensboro  W 107-68 
Shriner’s	Classic	(1st)
Thrs, Dec 28 Georgia Southwestern  W 103-56 
Fri, Dec 29 Northern Iowa  W 107-101 ot 
Thurs,	Jan	4	 Upper	Iowa	 	 W	97-79	
Sat,	Jan	6	 West	Georgia	*	 	 W	100-93	
Wed,	Jan	10	 at	Augusta	*	 		 L	68-96	
Sat,	Jan	13	 IU	Southeast	 	 W	81-68	
Mon,	Jan	15	 Glenville	State	 	 W	68-59	
Wed,	Jan	17	 Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	83-92	
Sat,	Jan	20	 at	Flagler	 	 W	102-79	
Mon,	Jan	22	 Columbus	*	 	 W	98-96	
Sat,	Jan	27	 Lee	 	 W	80-74	
Mon,	Jan	29		 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	90-132	
Sat,	Feb	3	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	69-84	
Sat,	Feb	10	 at	Columbus	*	 	 W	94-83	
Wed,	Feb	14	 Augusta	*	 	 W	68-62	
SAC	Tournament	(at	Valdosta)
Fri,	Feb	23	 Valdosta	State	 		 L	89-96
*	South	Atlantic	Conference
1979-1980 (18-11, 2-6 SAC)
Fri,	Nov	30	 at	Indiana	State	 	 W	66-63	
Mon,	Dec	3	 Otterbein	 	 W	84-75	
Wed, Dec 5 Claflin  W 120-76 
Sat,	Dec	9	 Berry	 	 W	103-69	
Tues,	Dec	11	 at	Wittenberg	 		 L	61-75	
Thrs,	Dec	13	 at	Wright	State	 		 L	85-99	
Sat,	Dec	15	 at	Indiana	State-Evansville	 L	68-71	
Mon,	Dec	17	 at	Eastern	Illinois	 		 L	75-84	
2nd	Annual	Pirate	Holiday	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Dec 21 Earlham  W 93-59 
Sat, Dec 22 Randolph-Macon  W 58-50	
Shriner’s	Classic	(1st)
Fri,	Dec	28	 Florida	Tech	 	 W	74-52	
Sat,	Dec	29	 Paine	 	 W	97-73	
Thurs,	Jan	3	 Dominican	(NY)	 	 W	70-56	
Sat,	Feb	17	 Augusta	 	 W	96-79	
Mon,	Feb	19	 Southern	Tech	 	 W	94-68	
Fri,	Feb	23	 at	Florida	Tech	 	 W	80-74	
Sat,	Feb	24	 at	South	Florida	 		 L	79-90	
NAIA	District	25	Playoff	(Americus,	GA)
Tues,	Mar	6	 N	LaGrange	 		 L	83-87
1973-1974 (17-8, 6-4 SAC)
Tues,	Nov	27	 Australian	Olympic	(exh)	 W	76-74
2nd	Annual	Shriner’s	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Nov 30 N Savannah State  W 91-78 
Sat, Dec 1 Valdosta State  W 89-86 
Fri,	Dec	7	 at	Southern	Tech	*	 	 W	82-77	
Sat,	Dec	8	 Oglethorpe	 	 W	108-83	
Fri,	Dec	14	 Morris	Harvey	 	 W	98-79	
Sat,	Dec	15	 Columbus	*	 	 W	88-78	
Mon,	Dec	17	 Illinois	Wesleyan	 	 W	95-86	
Wisconsin-Eau	Claire	Classic	(2nd)
Fri, Dec 28 N Kentucky State  W 75-74 
Sat, Dec 29 at Wisconsin-Eau Claire   L 76-94 
Thurs,	Jan	3	 Carroll	 	 W	76-73	
Sat,	Jan	5	 Oglethorpe	 	 W	101-81	
Mon,	Jan	7	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 	 W	87-84	
Sat,	Jan	12	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	92-96	
Wed,	Jan	16	 at	Augusta	*	 	 W	83-73	
Sat,	Jan	19	 at	Albany	State	 		 L	87-98	
Mon,	Jan	21	 St.	Mary’s	 	 W	109-72	
Fri,	Feb	1	 Southern	Tech	*	 	 W	89-78	
Wed,	Feb	6	 Valdosta	State	*	 	 W	92-81	
Sat,	Feb	9	 West	Georgia	*	 		 L	88-101	
Fri,	Feb	15	 Augusta	*	 		 L	87-92	
Sat,	Feb	16	 South	Florida	 	 W	99-85	
Fifth	Savannah	Kiwanis	Basket	Bowl
Mon, Feb 18 Albany State   L  88-91
Sat,	Feb	23	 at	Columbus	*	 		 L	100-110	
SAC	Tournament	(at	Carrollton)	3rd
Tues,	Feb	26	 N	Valdosta	State	 		 L	78-84	
Wed,	Feb	27	 N	Columbus	 	 W	79-76
*	South	Atlantic	Conference
1974-1975 (19-7, 8-2 SAC)
3rd	Annual	Shriner’s	Classic	(3rd)
Fri, Nov 29 New Orleans   L  86-94 ot 
Sat, Dec 1 North Georgia  W 84-57	
Tues,	Dec	3	 USC	Spartanburg	 	 W	98-74	
Sat,	Dec	7	 Southern	Tech	*	 	 W	95-51	
Tues,	Dec	10	 N	Savannah	State	 	 W	87-64	
Sat,	Dec	14	 Columbus	*	 	 W	90-65	
Wisconsin-Eau	Claire	Classic	(3rd)
Fri, Dec 27 N Winona State   L  80-85 
Sat, Dec 28 at Wisconsin-Eau Claire  W 96-94 2ot
Sat,	Jan	4	 South	Carolina	State	 	 W	86-84	
Sixth	Savannah	Kiwanis	Basket	Bowl
Tues, Jan 7 Valdosta State *  W 71-68 
Sat,	Jan	11	 West	Georgia	*	 	 W	84-78	
Mon,	Jan	13	 at	Columbus	*	 	 W	88-72	
Sat,	Jan	18	 at	USC	Spartanburg	 	 W	72-58	
Tues,	Jan	21	 at	Valdosta	State	 		 L	70-83	
Tues,	Jan	28	 N	Savannah	State	 	 W	108-81	
Wed,	Jan	29	 Augusta	*	 	 W	80-73	
Fri,	Jan	31	 at	Southern	Tech	*	 	 W	87-85	
Sat,	Feb	8	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	86-97	
Mon,	Feb	10	 at	Kentucky	Wesleyan	 	 L	77-92	
Wed,	Feb	12	 at	SUNY	Buffalo	 	 W	78-76	
Sat,	Feb	15	 at	Augusta	*	 	 W	74-71	
Mon,	Feb	17	 at	South	Carolina	State	 	 	L	96-99	
SAC	Tournament	(at	Savannah)	1st
Fri,	Feb	21	 Augusta	 	 W	74-52	
Sat,	Feb	22	 West	Georgia	 	 W	74-72	ot	
NCAA	II	South	Regional	(Chattanooga)
Fri, Mar 7 N Tennessee State   L  53-63 




AASU finished the 2006-07 season ranked No. 21 in NCAA DII
Sat,	Jan	5	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	98-109	
Mon,	Jan	7	 USC	Aiken	 	 W	95-89	
Thrs,	Jan	10	 Augusta	*	 		 L	79-90	
Mon,	Jan	14	 Lee	 	 W	91-89	
Thrs,	Jan	17	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 	 L	72-85	
Mon,	Jan	21	 at	Columbus	*	 		 L	89-92	
Wed,	Jan	23	 Georgia	College	 	 W	98-77	
Sat,	Jan	26	 Flagler	 	 W	95-60	
Tues,	Jan	29	 Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	95-98	
Sat,	Feb	2	 West	Georgia	*	 		 L	92-98	
Sat,	Feb	9	 Columbus	*	 	 W	90-77	
Mon,	Feb	11	 Edward	Waters	 	 W	104-79	
Wed,	Feb	13	 at	Augusta	*	 	 W	63-55	
SAC	Tournament	(at	Augusta)	2nd
Thrs, Feb 21 N Columbus  W 63-62 
Fri, Feb 22 N Valdosta State  W 81-61 
Sat, Feb 23 N West Georgia   L  82-83	
*	South	Atlantic	Conference
1980-1981 (12-14, 2-6 SAC)
Sat, Nov 22 Claflin  W 99-78 
Tues,	Nov	25	 Paine	 		 L	59-70	
Big	A	Tournament	(1st)
Fri, Nov 28 Florida Memorial  W 94-73 
Sat, Nov 29 Newberry  W 99-80	
Wed,	Dec	3	 Piedmont	 		 L	79-83	
Sat,	Dec	6	 at	Auburn	 		 L	70-79	
Mon,	Dec	15	 Georgia	Southern	 	 W	87-81	
Thrs,	Dec	18	 North	Park	 		 L	66-69	
3rd	Annual	Pirate	Holiday	Classic	(2nd)
Mon, Dec 29 St. Leo  W 85-83 
Tues, Dec 30 Thomas Moore   L  85-86 ot	
Sat,	Jan	3	 Vassar	 	 W	94-50	
Tues,	Jan	6	 Winthrop	 		 L	60-64	
Sat,	Jan	10	 West	Georgia	*	 		 L	87-94	
Mon,	Jan	12	 SUNY-New	Paultz	 	 W	83-81	
Thrs,	Jan	15	 Clinch	Valley	 	 W	61-60	
Sat,	Jan	17	 at	Augusta	*	 		 L	66-77	
Wed,	Jan	21	 Valdosta	State	 		 L	77-101	
Sat,	Jan	24	 Flagler	 		 L	63-64	
Sat,	Jan	31	 at	Georgia	Southern	 	 W	65-60	
Wed,	Feb	4	 Augusta	*	 	 W	64-61	
Sat,	Feb	7	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	74-89	
Wed,	Feb	11	 Edward	Waters	 	 W	93-73	
Sat,	Feb	14	 at	Columbus	*	 	 W	57-50	
Wed,	Feb	18	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	80-95	
Sat,	Feb	21	 Columbus	*	 		 L	71-81	
South	Atlantic	Conference	Tournament	
Tues, Feb 24 at Columbus   L 55-57
*	South	Atlantic	Conference
1981-1982 (17-13, 3-5 SAC)
North	Georgia	TipOff	Doubleheader
Fri, Nov 13 N Georgia Southwestern + L  92-99 
Sat, Nov 14 at North Georgia +   L 76-91	
Georgia	Southwestern	Doubleheader
Fri, Nov 20 at Georgia Southwestern + L  80-83 
Sat, Nov 21 N Georgia College +  W 85-76 
Mon,	Nov	23	 Florida	International	 		 L	84-85	
Wed,	Nov	25	 Florida	Memorial	+	 	 W	95-70	
Mon,	Nov	30	 at	Marshall	 		 L	91-100	
Thurs,	Dec	3	 at	Georgia	Southern	 		 L	59-83	
Mon,	Dec	7	 Friendship	+	 	 W	125-81	
Thrs,	Dec	10	 Flagler	+	 	 W	102-77	
Thrs,	Dec	17	 Urbana	+	 	 W	92-85	
Sat,	Dec	19	 Augusta	*	 	 W	88-79	
4th	Annual	Pirate	Holiday	Classic	(2nd)
Mon, Dec 21 Edward Waters  W 124-83 
Tues, Dec 22 Longwood   L  83-87	
Mon,	Jan	4	 California	State	(PA)	 	 W	77-72	
Thurs, Jan 7 Claflin +  W 84-71 
Wed,	Jan	13	 at	Augusta	*	 	 W	83-78	
Sat,	Jan	16	 Piedmont	+	 	 W	135-105	
Mon,	Jan	18	 Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	79-81	
Wed,	Jan	20	 at	Florida	Memorial	+	 	 W	86-82	
Fri,	Jan	22	 at	Edward	Waters	+	 	 W	2-0	
Thrs,	Jan	28	 at	West	Georgia	*	 		 L	85-91	
Mon,	Feb	1	 Hartwick	 	 W	89-77	
Wed,	Feb	3	 West	Georgia	*	 		 L	86-90	
Sat,	Feb	6	 at	Piedmont	+		 	 W	101-87	
Wed,	Feb	10	 Columbus	*	 	 W	69-65	
Mon,	Feb	15	 Georgia	Southern	 	 W	64-62	
Thrs,	Feb	18	 at	Valdosta	State	*	 		 L	79-99	
Sat,	Feb	20	 North	Georgia	+	 		 L	66-79	





Fri, Nov 12 N Georgia Southwestern + W 71-69 
Sat, Nov 13 at Georgia College +  W 100-78 
Fri,	Nov	19	 Edward	Waters	+	 	 W	103-77	
Sat,	Nov	20	 Florida	Memorial	+	 	 W	91-88	
Sat,	Nov	27	 at	South	Carolina	 		 L	68-86	
Wed,	Dec	1	 Piedmont	+	 	 W	108-73	
Sat,	Dec	4	 North	Georgia	+	 	 W	63-62	
Fri,	Dec	10	 N	Savannah	State	 		 L	55-61	
Augusta	Invitational	(3rd)
Wed, Dec 29 N Cumberland (TN)   L  47-64 
Thrs, Dec 30 N Atlanta Christian  W 73-70 ot 
Thurs,	Jan	6	 at	Nova	 	 W	79-68	
Sat,	Jan	8	 at	Florida	Memorial	+	 		 L	84-91	
Mon,	Jan	10	 at	Edward	Waters	+	 	 W	89-79	
Sat,	Jan	15	 at	Piedmont	+	 	 W	85-74	
Wed,	Jan	19	 at	Flagler	+	 		 L	79-80	
Sat,	Jan	22	 at	Georgia	State	 		 L	69-75	
Fri,	Jan	28	 Paine	+	 	 W	68-66	
Wed,	Feb	2	 Augusta	 		 L		62-82	
Sat,	Feb	5	 Knoxville	 		 L	65-69	ot	
Wed,	Feb	9	 Flagler	+	 		 L	77-79	
Sat,	Feb	12	 at	Knoxville	 		 L	53-69	
Wed,	Feb	16	 at	Paine	+	 		 L	NA	
Sat,	Feb	19	 at	North	Georgia	+	 		 L	48-61	
Wed,	Feb	23	 at	Augusta	 		 L	56-58	
Sat,	Feb	26	 Berry	+	 	 W	63-57	
NAIA	District	25	Playoffs
Mon, Feb 28 at North Georgia   L  41-45	
+	NAIA	District	25	
1983-1984 (25-6, 16-2 GIAC)
Sat,	Nov	12	 Edward	Waters	+	 	 W	94-81	
Fri,	Nov	18	 at	Berry	+*	 	 W	96-75	
Sat,	Nov	19	 at	Piedmont	+*	 	 W	116-71	
Fri,	Nov	25	 Augusta	 	 W	90-85	
Sat,	Nov	26	 Newberry	 	 W	95-86	
Tues,	Nov	29	 Piedmont	+*	 	 W	121-75
Fri,	Dec	2	 Georgia	College	+*	 	 W	120-95	
Fri,	Dec	9	 Nova	 	 W	93-72	
Mon,	Dec	12	 at	Southern	Tech	+*	 	 W	75-65	
Thrs,	Dec	15	 Urbana	 	 W	107-81	
Wed,	Jan	4	 Blackburn	 	 W	88-85	
Sat,	Jan	7	 N	Savannah	State	 		 L	71-76	
Mon,	Jan	9	 at	Georgia	Southwestern	+*		 L	83-97	
Wed,	Jan	11	 Oglethorpe	+*	 	 W	67-48
Sat,	Jan	21	 at	LaGrange	+*	 	 W	96-84	
Wed,	Jan	25	 at	Stetson	 		 L	72-103	
Sat,	Jan	28	 North	Georgia	+*	 	 W	74-72	
Mon,	Jan	30	 Georgia	Southwestern	+*	 L	64-75	
Thurs,	Feb	2	 Berry	+*	 	 W	92-82	
Sat,	Feb	4	 Shorter	+*	 	 W	112-72	
Mon,	Feb	6	 N	Savannah	State	 	 W	88-72	
Sat,	Feb	11	 LaGrange	 	 W	96-79	
Tues,	Feb	14	 at	Augusta		 	 W	79-74	
Sat,	Feb	18	 at	North	Georgia	+*	 	 W	70-69	
Mon,	Feb	20	 at	Georgia	College	+*	 	 W	92-71	
Sat,	Feb	25	 Southern	Tech	+*	 	 W	75-57	
Tues,	Feb	28	 at	Oglethorpe	+*	 	 W	79-63	
NAIA	District	25	Playoffs
Sat, Mar 3 Oglethorpe  W 77-59 




Thrs,	Nov	15	 Alumni	(exh)	 	 W	115-107
Inaugural	Coca-Cola	Tipoff	Tmt	(4th)
Fri, Nov 23 Webber   L  84-87 
Sat, Nov 24 Jacksonville State   L  79-90 
Tues,	Nov	27	 at	Florida	A&M	 		 L	62-65	
Mon,	Dec	3	 at	Auburn	 		 L	47-80	
Sat,	Dec	8	 at	Alabama	State	 		 L	66-77	
Mon,	Dec	10	 at	Morris	Brown	 		 L	68-78	
Tues,	Dec	11	 at	Berry	 	 W	89-85	
Sat,	Dec	15	 at	Jacksonville	State	 		 L	74-90	
Holiday	Classic	of	Savannah	(1st)
Thrs, Dec 27 Nova  W 70-55 
Fri, Dec 28 Indiana State-Evansville  W 78-71 
Wed,	Jan	2	 Augustana	 	 W	72-64	
Sat,	Jan	5	 Longwood	 	 W	72-56	
Mon,	Jan	7	 Edward	Waters	 	 W	99-74	
Thrs,	Jan	10	 Winthrop	 	 W	75-60	
Sat,	Jan	12	 at	Columbus	 		 L	60-78	
Mon,	Jan	14	 at	Fort	Valley	State	 		 L	73-75	
Sat,	Jan	19	 Coastal	Carolina	 	 W	59-56	
Wed,	Jan	23	 at	Stetson	 		 L	64-74	
Sat,	Jan	26	 at	Nova	 	 W	83-80	
Sun,	Jan	27	 at	Barry		 	 W	88-60	
Tues,	Jan	29	 at	Webber	 		 L	79-82	
Sat,	Feb	2	 Columbus	 		 L	55-84	
Sat,	Feb	9	 at	Coastal	Carolina	 		 L	83-89	
Mon,	Feb	11	 at	Winthrop	 		 L	68-87	
Mon,	Feb	18	 Fort	Valley	State	 	 W	90-87	
Wed,	Feb	20	 at	UNC	Asheville	 		 L	67-69	
Fri,	Feb	22	 at	Augusta	 		 L	55-58	
Mon,	Feb	25	 UNC	Asheville	 	 W	73-72
1985-1986 (15-12, 4-3 BSC)
Mon,	Nov	25	 at	Georgia	State	 	 W	68-59	
2nd	Annual	Coca-Cola	Tipoff	Tmt	(1st)
Fri, Nov 29 Shorter  W 102-84 
Sat, Nov 30 Auburn-Montgomery  W 73-68 
Sat,	Dec	7	 at	Austin	Peay	 		 L	76-91	
Tues,	Dec	10	 Berry	 	 W	77-75	ot	
Sat,	Dec	14	 at	Middle	Tennessee	State	 L	54-71	
Tues,	Dec	17	 Urbana	 	 W	94-71	
WJCL-TV	Classic	(2nd)
Mon, Dec 30 Barry  W 113-58 
Tues, Dec 31 Birmingham Southern  L  67-77 
Sat,	Jan	4	 at	Birmingham	Southern	 	 L	53-61	
Wed,	Jan	8	 Fort	Valley	State	 		 L	54-55	
Sat,	Jan	11	 Winthrop	*	 	 W	76-75	
Thrs,	Jan	16	 at	Central	Florida	 		 L	62-79	
Sat,	Jan	18	 at	Flagler	 	 W	76-75	
Sat,	Jan	25	 	Coastal	Carolina	*	 	 W	94-84	
Mon,	Jan	27	 at	Fort	Valley	State	 	 W	89-81	
Thrs,	Jan	30	 Flagler	 	 W	85-68	
Sat,	Feb	1	 UNC	Asheville	*	 	 W	93-73	
Tues,	Feb	4	 Edward	Waters	 	 W	97-79	
Sat,	Feb	8	 at	Coastal	Carolina	*	 	 W	80-72	
Tues,	Feb	11	 North	Carolina	Methodist	 W	103-78	
Thrs,	Feb	13	 Webber	 		 L	97-107	
Sat,	Feb	15	 at	UNC	Asheville	*	 		 L	60-71	
Mon,	Feb	17	 at	Winthrop	*	 		 L	81-98	
Sat,	Feb	22	 at	Augusta	*	 		 L	63-74	
Mon,	Feb	24	 at	Longwood	 		 L	65-67	
Big	South	Tournament	(at	Savannah)
Mon, Mar 3 Winthrop   L  72-76 ot	
*	Big	South	Conference
1986-1987 (6-22, 2-6 BSC)
Wed,	Nov	19	 Irish	National	(exh)	 		 L	72-76
Fri,	Nov	28	 Middle	Tennessee	State	 	 L	70-92	
Sat,	Nov	29	 at	UT	Chattanooga	 		 L	58-99	
Sun,	Nov	30	 Georgia	 		 L	62-79	
	
All-Time Results
AASU won its first-ever PBC game, 73-62, over GC on 12/29/90 57
Thrs, Dec 29 N Lincoln Memorial   L  93-106 
Fri, Dec 30 N Alabama-Huntsville  W 90-65	
Tues,	Jan	3	 Pfeiffer	 	 W	92-71	
Thurs,	Jan	5	 Presbyterian	 	 W	76-73	
Sat,	Jan	7	 Alabama-Huntsville	 	 W	114-91	
Wed,	Jan	11	 at	Valdosta	State	 		 L	65-88	
Sat,	Jan	14	 Webber	 	 W	91-70	
Mon,	Jan	16	 at	Saint	Leo	 		 L	78-90	
Tues,	Jan	17	 at	Nova	 	 W	79-67	
Sat,	Jan	21	 Columbus	 		 L	74-82	
Wed,	Feb	1	 Valdosta	State	 		 L	72-89	
Sat,	Feb	4	 at	Alabama-Huntsville	 	 L	66-74	
Sat,	Feb	11	 at	Columbus	 		 L		80-82	ot	
Sat,	Feb	18	 Nova	 	 W	96-59	
Mon,	Feb	20	 at	Augusta	 		 L	82-100	
Sat,	Feb	25	 Lane	 	 W	2-0	
Tues,	Feb	28	 at	Mercer	 		 L	54-61	
Thurs,	Mar	2	 UNC	Greensboro	 	 W	73-72	
1989-1990 (19-9)
Tues,	Nov	21	 at	St.	Thomas	 	 W	86-53	
Wed,	Nov	22	 at	Florida	Atlantic	 	 W	59-58	
Sat,	Nov	25	 Fayetteville	State	 	 W	73-72	
Wed,	Nov	29	 at	Pfeiffer	 		 L	77-91	
3rd	Annual	Coca-Cola	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Dec 1 Embry-Riddle  W 122-47 
Sat, Dec 2 Lincoln Memorial  W 98-79 
Sat,	Dec	9	 at	UNC	Greensboro	 	 W	89-86	
Tues,	Dec	12	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	95-82	
Thrs,	Dec	14	 Florida	Tech	 		 L	73-77	
Sat,	Dec	16	 Earl	Paulk	 	 W	88-77	
Thrs,	Dec	28	 University	of	New	England	 W	88-68	
Thurs,	Jan	4	 UNC	Greensboro	 	 W	67-60	
Sat,	Jan	6	 at	Fayetteville	State	 		 L	65-67	
Sat,	Jan	13	 at	West	Georgia	 		 L	60-63	
Wed, Jan 17 Claflin  W 85-78 
Sat,	Jan	20	 at	Columbus	 		 L	75-78	
Wed,	Jan	24	 USC	Spartanburg	 	 W	66-61	
Sat,	Jan	27	 at	Georgia	College	 	 W	73-70	
Wed,	Jan	31	 USC	Aiken	 	 W	89-78	
Sat,	Feb	3	 at	Lincoln	Memorial	 	 W	78-61	
Thurs,	Feb	8	 at	USC	Aiken	 		 L	94-95	ot	
Mon,	Feb	12	 at	Valdosta	State	 		 L	68-71	
Thrs,	Feb	15	 Florida	Atlantic	 	 W	81-67	
Sat,	Feb	17	 Georgia	College	 		 L	65-83	
Thrs,	Feb	22	 West	Georgia	 	 W	71-66	
Sat,	Feb	24	 Columbus	 	 W	100-75	
Tues,	Feb	27	 at	USC	Spartanburg	 		 L	64-106	
Sat,	Mar	3	 Ferris	State	 	 W	101-75
1990-1991 (18-10, 6-6 PBC)
4th	Annual	Coca-Cola	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Nov 16 St. Thomas  W 100-90 
Sat, Nov 17 Claflin  W 82-69 
Fri,	Nov	23	 DeVry	Institute	 	 W	99-77	
Sat,	Nov	24	 Brewton-Parker	 	 W	96-68	
Fri,	Nov	30	 at	Georgia	 	 L	 	54-70	
Mon,	Dec	3	 Lincoln	Memorial	 	 W	88-64	
Wed,	Dec	5	 Saint	Leo	 	 W	91-81	
Sat,	Dec	8	 at	Florida	Atlantic	 	 W	93-81	
Wed,	Dec	12	 at	Florida	Tech	 		 L	 	64-71	
Sat,	Dec	15	 at	Lincoln	Memorial	 	 W	77-52	
Sat,	Dec	29	 at	Georgia	College	*	 	 W	73-62	
Wed,	Jan	2	 at	West	Georgia	 	 W	67-63	
Fri,	Jan	4	 LeMoyne	Owen	 	 W	93-68	
Sat,	Jan	5	 at	Lander	*	 		 L	 	65-68	
Mon,	Jan	7	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 		 L	 	74-79	
Thrs,	Jan	10	 at	Saint	Leo	 		 L	 	67-77	
Sat,	Jan	12	 USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	80-78	
Sat,	Jan	19	 Columbus	*	 	 W	87-62	
Wed,	Jan	23	 at	Valdosta	State	 	 W	74-59	
Sat,	Jan	26	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 		 L	 	61-71	
Wed,	Jan	30	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 L	 	61-86	
Sat,	Feb	2	 Lander	*	 	 W	84-68	
Thurs,	Feb	7	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	92-90	
Sat,	Feb	9	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	57-50	
Wed,	Feb	13	 Florida	Atlantic	 		 L	 	76-78	ot	
Sat,	Feb	16	 Francis	Marion	*	 		 L	 	65-68	2ot	
Wed,	Feb	20	 Georgia	College	*	 	 L	 	80-83	
Sat,	Feb	23	 at	Columbus	*	 	 W	106-101	2ot
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
1991-1992 (16-12, 5-9 PBC)
Tues,	Nov	19	 Kazakhstan	Alma	(exh)	 	 W	77-69
5th	Annual	Coca-Cola	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Nov 22 Lincoln Memorial  W 67-58 
Sat, Nov 23 Rollins  W 57-51 
ASC	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Nov 29 DeVry Institute  W 143-71 
Sat, Nov 30 Carson-Newman  W 85-80 
Sat,	Dec	7	 Florida	Tech	 	 W	81-72	
Tues, Dec 10 Claflin  W 78-62 
Sat,	Dec	14	 at	Lincoln	Memorial	 		 L	68-70	
Thrs,	Dec	19	 at	Florida	Tech	 	 W	81-76	
West	Georgia	Kiwanis	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Dec 27 N Alabama-Huntsville  W 81-65 
Sat, Dec 28 at West Georgia  W 97-85 
Mon,	Dec	30	 DeVry	Institute	 	 W	107-72	
Sat,	Jan	4	 Georgia	College	*	 	 W	92-88	
Wed,	Jan	8	 Francis	Marion	*	 		 L	56-59	
Sat,	Jan	11	 at	Lander	*	 	 W	81-51	
Wed,	Jan	15	 at	Augusta	*	 		 L	72-88	
Sat,	Jan	18	 USC	Aiken	*	 		 L	75-90	
Wed,	Jan	22	 at	Columbus	*	 		 L	97-99	
Sat,	Jan	25	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	72-71	
Wed,	Jan	29	 at	Georgia	College	*	 		 L	70-90	
Sat,	Feb	1	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 L	68-78	
Mon,	Feb	3	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	91-76	
Wed,	Feb	5	 Columbus	*	 		 L	92-93	
Sat,	Feb	8	 Lander	*	 	 W	112-45	
Wed,	Feb	12	 Augusta	*	 	 W	86-72	
Sat,	Feb	15	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 		 L	70-91	
Wed,	Feb	19	 at	Valdosta	State	 		 L	86-90	
Sat,	Feb	22	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 		 L	80-82	
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(at	Augusta)	
Thrs,	Feb	27	 N	Columbus	 		 L	92-105
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
1992-1993 (15-12, 8-8 PBC)
Mon,	Nov	16	 Volna	All-Stars	(exh)	 	 W	56-50
Rivermont	Classic	(Owensboro,	Ky)	4th
Fri, Nov 20 N Missouri Southern State L 58-73 
Sat, Nov 21 N Wingate   L  85-89 
Savannah	News-Press	Holiday	Classic
Tues, Dec 1 N Savannah State  W 67-59 
6th	Annual	Coca-Cola	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Dec 4 Newberry  W 95-61 
Sat, Dec 5 Troy State  W 117-106 
Sat,	Dec	12	 Coker	 	 W	79-70	
Tues,	Dec	15	 at	Valdosta	State	 		 L	54-74	
Hilton	Head	(SC)	Super	Slam	(1st)
Fri,	Dec	18	 N	Kennesaw	State	 	 W	86-70	
Sat,	Dec	19	 N	East	Stroudsburg	(PA)	 	 W	79-72	
Thurs,	Jan	7	 Georgia	College	*	 	 W	70-59	
Sat,	Jan	9	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 L	45-71	
Mon,	Jan	11	 at	Lander	*	 	 W	71-56	
Sat,	Jan	16	 at	Columbus	*	 	 W	68-65	
Mon,	Jan	18	 Augusta	*	 	 W	86-75	
Sat,	Jan	23	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	67-63	
Mon,	Jan	25	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 		 L	60-63	
Wed,	Jan	27	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	92-73	
Sat,	Jan	30	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	57-56	
Mon,	Feb	1	 at	Augusta	*	 		 L	65-71	
Sat,	Feb	6	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	89-76	
Mon,	Feb	8	 Columbus	*	 		 L	82-86	
Thrs,	Feb	11	 Francis	Marion	*	 		 L	59-70	
Mon,	Feb	15	 Lander	*	 	 W	87-66	
Sat,	Feb	20	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 		 L		87-94	3ot	
Mon,	Feb	22	 USC	Aiken	*	 		 L	60-77	
Sat,	Feb	27	 at	Georgia	College	*	 		 L	68-74	
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(at	Augusta)
Mon,	Dec	1	 at	Auburn	 		 L	54-94	
Thurs,	Dec	4	 at	South	Alabama	 		 L	41-82	
Mon,	Dec	8	 at	Jacksonville	 	 W	54-53	
Wed,	Dec	10	 Tennessee	Tech	 	 W	80-67	
Mon,	Dec	15	 at	Illinois	State	 		 L	69-90	
Wed,	Dec	17	 at	Clemson	 		 L	39-112	
Fri,	Dec	19	 at	Western	Kentucky	 		 L	48-68	
Sat,	Jan	3	 Radford	*	 	 W	67-63	
Mon,	Jan	5	 Bethune-Cookman	 	 W	61-59	
Wed,	Jan	7	 Florida	A&M	 		 L	58-80	
Thrs,	Jan	15	 at	Central	Florida	 		 L	75-89	
Mon,	Jan	19	 at	Campbell	*	 		 L	74-87	
Thrs,	Jan	22	 Baptist	*	 		 L	81-103	
Sat,	Jan	24	 at	Radford	*	 		 L	66-84	
Wed,	Jan	28	 Augusta	*	 		 L	78-81	
Sat,	Jan	31	 at	Tennessee	Tech	 		 L	61-75	
Tues,	Feb	3	 Central	Florida	 	 W	62-61	
Wed,	Feb	4	 at	South	Carolina	 		 L	46-76	
Mon,	Feb	9	 at	Baptist	*	 		 L	82-93	
Wed,	Feb	11	 at	Augusta	*	 	 W	75-66	
Sat,	Feb	14	 Campbell	*	 		 L	79-82	
Mon,	Feb	16	 at	Miami	(FL)	 		 L	47-97	
Thrs,	Feb	19	 at	Bethune-Cookman	 		 L	74-77	
Mon,	Feb	23	 N	Savannah	State	 		 L	65-66	
Big	South	Tournament	(at	Savannah)
Thrs, Feb 26 Campbell   L  86-92	
*	Big	South	Conference
1987-1988 (6-22)
Fri,	Nov	20	 Cheyney	State	 		 L	89-92	
St.	Thomas	Invitational	(4th)
Fri, Nov 27 N Spring Hill   L  75-85 
Sat, Nov 28 N Webber   L  89-93 
2ot Valdosta	State	Invitational	(4th)
Sat, Dec 5 N Columbus   L  56-74 
Sun, Dec 6 at Valdosta State   L  55-68	
Tues,	Dec	8	 at	West	Georgia	 		 L	74-89	
Inaugural	Coca-Cola	Classic	(2nd)
Fri,	Dec	11	 Savannah	State	 	 W	57-53	
Sat,	Dec	12	 St.	Thomas	 		 L	69-70	
Sat,	Dec	19	 at	Georgia	Southern	 		 L	55-75	
Mon,	Jan	4	 Glassboro	State	 	 W	78-70	
Thurs,	Jan	7	 Paine	 		 L	72-77	
Wed,	Jan	13	 Longwood	 		 L	74-83	
Sat,	Jan	16	 at	Wofford	 	 W	74-62	
Sat,	Jan	23	 at	Columbus	 		 L	61-78	
Wed,	Jan	27	 Edward	Waters	 	 W	85-71	
Sat,	Jan	30	 Georgia	College	 		 L	59-65	
Tues,	Feb	2	 at	Baptist	 		 L	58-77	
Sat,	Feb	6	 Columbus	 		 L	73-74	
Mon,	Feb	8	 Wofford	 		 L	78-79	
Thrs,	Feb	11	 N	Savannah	State	 		 L	63-67	
Sat,	Feb	13	 at	Augusta	 		 L	54-68	
Tues,	Feb	16	 Fort	Valley	State	 	 W	92-81	
Thrs,	Feb	18	 at	Paine	 		 L	69-81	
Sat,	Feb	20	 at	Georgia	College	 		 L	56-71	
Mon,	Feb	22	 N	Savannah	State	 		 L	55-59	
Thrs,	Feb	25	 at	Nova	 		 L	77-78	
Sat,	Feb	27	 at	Flagler	 	 W	70-69	
Wed,	Mar	2	 at	Central	Florida	 		 L	80-83	
	
1988-1989 (16-12)
Fri,	Nov	18	 Edward	Waters	 	 W	114-83	
Florida	Atlantic	Invitational	(3rd)
Fri, Nov 25 N USC Spartanburg   L  65-72 
Sat, Nov 26 N Palm Beach Atlantic  W 109-72 
2nd	Annual	Coca-Cola	Classic	(1st)
Fri, Dec 2 Saint Leo  W 100-97 
Sat, Dec 3 Florida Tech  W 86-84 2ot 
Tues,	Dec	6	 at	Georgia	State	 		 L	64-83	
Sat,	Dec	10	 Flagler	 	 W	83-65	
Mon,	Dec	12	 at	UNC	Greensboro	 		 L	63-84	
Thrs,	Dec	15	 West	Georgia	 	 W	93-82	




AASU hosted a 1995 NCAA contest vs. Morehouse, winning 78-70
Fri,	Dec	19	 Lenoir-Rhyne			 	 L	48-49	
Sat,	Dec	20	 Elon	College	 	 W	83-60	
Sat,	Jan	3	 Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	65-67	
Thur,	Jan	8	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 L	77-83	
Sat,	Jan	10	 Lander	*	 	 W	59-53	
Sat,	Jan	17	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 L	57-71	
Wed,	Jan	21	 North	Florida	*	 	 W	73-63	
Sat,	Jan	24	 at	Georgia	College	&	State	*	 W	73-71	
Wed,	Jan	28	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	72-59	
Sat,	Jan	31	 at	Augusta	State	*	 	 W	78-67	
Mon,	Feb	2	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	71-58	
Wed,	Feb	4	 at	North	Florida	*	 	 L	82-95	
Sat,	Feb	7	 Columbus	State	*	 	 W	77-60	
Wed,	Feb	11	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	71-50	
Sat,	Feb	14	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	79-61	
Tues,	Feb	17	 at	Clayton	State	*	 	 W	75-74	
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Savannah)
Mon, Feb 23 USC-Aiken  W 79-61 
Tues, Feb 24 Georgia College & State   W 77-72 
Wed, Feb 25 Columbus State   L  60-74 
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
1998-1999 (17-11, 9-7 PBC)
Fri,	Nov.	13	 at	Carson-Newman	 	 L	66-71
Sat,	Nov.	14	 at	Bryan		 	 W	86-71
Kenny	Kent	Toyota	National	Shootout	(Evansville,	Ind.)
Fri, Nov. 20 vs. North Alabama  W 82-77
Sat, Nov. 21 at Southern Indiana  L 78-105
Wed, Nov. 25 Claflin  W 84-67
Sat,	Nov.	28	 Florida	Memorial	 	 W	71-61
Wed,	Dec.	2	 Southern	Wesleyan	 	 W	73-60
Sat,	Dec.	5	 Savannah	State	 	 L	70-78
Wed,	Dec.	9	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	58-52
Sat,	Dec.	12	 at	Clayton	College	&	State	*	 W	74-71
Fri,	Dec.	18	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	84-65
Sat,	Dec.	19	 Lenoir-Rhyne	 	 W	63-56
Sat,	Jan.	2	 at	Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	66-69
Wed,	Jan.	6	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	78-68
Sat,	Jan.	9	 at	Lander	*	 	 L	75-77
Sat,	Jan.	16	 Columbus	State	*	 	 L	61-77
Wed,	Jan.	20	 at	North	Florida	*	 	 L	70-82
Sat,	Jan.	23	 Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	64-83
Wed,	Jan.	27	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	65-48
Sat,	Jan.	30	 Augusta	State	*	 	 W	72-61
Mon.,	Feb.	1	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	73-69
Wed,	Feb.	3	 North	Florida	*	 	 W	70-63
Sat,	Feb.	6	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 W	65-49
Wed,	Feb.	10	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 	 L	62-67
Sat,	Feb.	13	 USC	Aiken	*	 	 L	81-87
Tues,	Feb.	16	 Clayton	College	&	State	*	 W	94-82
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Savannah)
Sat, Feb. 20 USC Spartanburg  W 72-66
Mon, Feb. 22 Lander  L 54-65
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
1999-2000 (16-13, 11-5 PBC)
GW	Rotary	Dixie	Classic	(Boiling	Springs,	NC)
Fri, Nov. 19 vs. Livingstone  W 99-68
Sat, Nov. 20 at Gardner-Webb  L 88-93
Tues,	Nov.	23	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	77-75
Wed,	Dec.	1	 at	Fort	Valley	State	 	 L	61-65
Sat,	Dec.	4	 at	Savannah	State	 	 L	71-75	ot
Mon,	Dec.	6	 Fort	Valley	State	 	 L	65-67
Sat,	Dec.	11	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	76-70	ot
Fri,	Dec.	17	 Belmont-Abbey	 	 W	71-53
Sat,	Dec.	18	 Lenoir-Rhyne	 	 L	62-69
Tues,	Dec.	21	 at	College	of	Charleston	 	 L	43-52
Thurs,	Dec.	30	 at	Valdosta	State	 	 L	55-63
Sun,	Jan.	2	 Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	68-70
Wed,	Jan.	5	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 L	56-67
Sat,	Jan.	8	 Lander	*	 	 W	76-65
Sat,	Jan	15	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 W	74-71
Wed,	Jan	19	 North	Florida	*	 	 W	70-60
Sat,	Jan	22	 at	Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	81-96
Wed,	Jan	26	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	67-51
Fri, Mar 5 N USC Spartanburg   L 58-65 
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
1993-1994 (12-16, 6-10 PBC)
2nd	Savannah	News-Press	Holiday	Classic
Mon, Nov 22 N Savannah State   L  67-69 
Wed,	Nov	24	 Edward	Waters	 	 W	69-66	
UNF	Sea	Turtle	Inn	Shoot-Out	(3rd)
Fri, Nov 26 N Queens (NC)   L  58-60 
Sat, Nov 27 N Valdosta State  W 86-72 
Rollins	Tangerine	Tournament	(2nd)
Fri, Dec 3 N Kentucky State  W 73-69 
Sat, Dec 4 N Bluefield (WV) State  L  62-69	
Wed,	Dec	8	 at	Coker		 		 L	57-60	ot	
Fri,	Dec	10	 Kennesaw	State	 	 W	71-69	
Wed,	Dec	15	 at	Edward	Waters	 	 W	83-74	
Mon,	Jan	3	 at	Kennesaw	State	 		 L	69-76	
Thurs,	Jan	6	 at	Georgia	College	*	 	 W	71-67	
Sat,	Jan	8	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 		 L	63-79	
Mon,	Jan	10	 Lander	*	 		 L	73-76	
Sat,	Jan	15	 Columbus	*	 		 L	72-79	
Mon,	Jan	17	 Augusta	*	 		 L	64-70	
Sat,	Jan	22	 at	Pembroke	State	*	 		 L	55-65	
Mon,	Jan	24	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	70-63	
Sat,	Jan	29	 USC	Aiken	*	 		 L	80-83	ot	
Mon,	Jan	31	 at	Augusta	*	 		 L	60-74	
Sat,	Feb	5	 at	USC	Spartanburg	 	 W	95-88	
Mon,	Feb	7	 at	Columbus	*	 		 L	63-76	
Thrs,	Feb	10	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	60-58	
Mon,	Feb	14	 at	Lander	*	 		 L	61-66	
Sat,	Feb	19	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	82-67	
Mon,	Feb	21	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 		 L	50-65	
Sat,	Feb	26	 Georgia	College	*	 	 W	74-63	
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(at	Augusta)
Wed, Mar 2 N Georgia College  W 68-60 
Fri, Mar 4 N Columbus   L  63-80 
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
1994-1995 (20-11, 14-4 PBC)
Sat,	Nov	12	 Augusta	Metros	(exh)	 		 L	67-73
Sat,	Nov	19	 Southern	Wesleyan	 	 W	60-56	
3rd	Savannah	News-Press	Holiday	Classic
Wed, Nov 23 N Savannah State  W 68-46 
Sat,	Nov	26	 Florida	Memorial	 	 W	66-45	
Sat,	Dec	3	 Nova	Southeastern	 	 W	61-43	
Mon,	Dec	5	 Lynn	 		 L	61-66	
Sat,	Dec	10	 Voorhees	 		 L	61-68	
Wed,	Dec	21	 at	Tampa	 		 L		66-74	2ot	
Fri,	Dec	30	 at	Lynn	 		 L	92-96	
Wed,	Jan	4	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	53-50	
Sat,	Jan	7	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	62-60	
Wed,	Jan	11	 Augusta	*	 	 W	77-54	
Sat,	Jan	14	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	52-47	
Mon,	Jan	16	 Georgia	College	*	 	 W	89-66	
Wed,	Jan	18	 at	Columbus	*	 	 W	68-61	
Sat,	Jan	21	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	63-52	
Wed,	Jan	25	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	54-47	
Sat,	Jan	28	 Lander	*	 	 W	71-60	
Wed,	Feb	1	 USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	75-56	
Sat,	Feb	4	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 		 L	51-57	
Wed,	Feb	8	 at	Augusta	*	 		 L	65-68	
Sat,	Feb	11	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	72-65	
Mon,	Feb	13	 at	Georgia	College	*	 		 L	65-76	
Wed,	Feb	15	 Columbus	*	 	 W	75-65	
Sat,	Feb	18	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	101-85	
Wed,	Feb	22	 Pembroke	State	*	 	 W	79-65	
Sat,	Feb	25	 at	Lander	*	 		 L	50-56	
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(at	Augusta)
Thurs, Mar 2 N Kennesaw State  W 63-59 
Fri, Mar 3 N Columbus   L  74-79 
NCAA	II	Regional	First	Round
Tues, Mar 7 Morehouse  W 78-70 
NCAA	II	South	Regional	(Huntsville,	AL)
Fri, Mar 10 N Tampa   L  59-65 
Sat, Mar 11 N Eckerd   L  70-72
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
1995-1996 (12-14, 5-13 PBC)
Thurs,	Nov	9	 Primero	Agosto-Angola	(Exh)	 W	62-39
Fri,	Nov	17	 Florida	Memorial	 	 W	70-64	
4th	Savannah	News-Press	Holiday	Classic
Wed, Nov 22 N Savannah State  W 59-49 
Sat,	Nov	25	 Southern	Wesleyan	 	 W	60-55	
Mon, Nov 27 Claflin   L 57-63 
Fri,	Dec	1	 Warner	Southern	 	 W	76-54	
Sat,	Dec	2	 Clayton	State	 	 W	74-57	
Mon,	Dec	11	 at	Clayton	State	 	 W	60-59	
Thurs,	Dec	21	 Tampa	 	 W	80-66	
Wed,	Jan	3	 USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	68-61	
Sat,	Jan	6	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 		 L	49-55	
Wed,	Jan	10	 at	Augusta	*	 		 L	60-78	
Sat,	Jan	13	 Francis	Marion	*	 		 L	51-59	
Mon,	Jan	15	 at	Georgia	College	*	 		 L	72-92	
Wed,	Jan	17	 Columbus	*	 	 W	70-67	
Sat,	Jan	20	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 		 L	73-82	
Wed,	Jan	24	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 		 L	53-56	
Sat,	Jan	27	 at	Lander	*	 		 L	66-83	
Wed,	Jan	31	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 		 L	58-72	
Sat,	Feb	3	 Kennesaw	State	*	 		 L	72-77	
Wed,	Feb	7	 Augusta	*	 	 W	64-61	
Sat,	Feb	10	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 		 L	52-59	
Mon,	Feb	12	 Georgia	College	*	 	 W	83-77	
Wed,	Feb	14	 at	Columbus	*	 		 L	61-79	
Sat,	Feb	17	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 		 L	72-84	
Wed,	Feb	21	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 		 L	75-84	
Sat,	Feb	24	 Lander	*	 	 W	74-71	ot
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
1996-1997 (16-12, 11-9 PBC)
Mon,	Nov	18	 Southern	Wesleyan	 	 L	62-70	
Sat,	Nov	23	 Savannah		State	 	 W	78-63	
Mon,	Nov	25	 Florida	Memorial	 	 W	76-56	
Fri,	Nov	29	 at	Lenoir-Rhyne	 	 W	76-62	
Sat,	Nov	30	 at	Newberry	 	 W	76-62	
Tues,	Dec	10	 at	Clayton	State	 	 L	74-79	
Tues,	Dec	17	 Clayton	State	 	 W	69-56	
Sat,	Dec	28	 at	East	Carolina	 	 L	44-64	
Thurs,	Jan	2	 at	USC-Aiken	*	 	 L	67-71	ot	
Sat,	Jan	4	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	75-54	
Wed,	Jan	8		 Augusta	State	*	 	 W	65-53	
Sat,	Jan	11	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	60-58	
Mon,	Jan	13	 Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	63-65	
Wed,	Jan	15	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 L	62-68	
Sat,	Jan	18	 USC-Spartanburg	*	 	 L	51-71	
Wed,	Jan	22	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 L	61-64	
Sat,	Jan	25	 Lander	*	 	 W	56-55	
Wed,	Jan	29	 USC-Aiken	*	 	 W	75-65	
Sat,	Feb	1	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 	 L	74-84	
Wed,	Feb	5	 at	Augusta	State	*	 	 W	72-52	
Sat,	Feb	8	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	73-59	
Mon,	Feb	10	 at	Georgia	College	&	State	*	 W	66-64	
Wed,	Feb	12	 Columbus	State	*	 	 L	67-74	
Sat,	Feb	15	 at	USC-Spartanburg	*	 	 L	75-76	
Wed,	Feb	19	 UNC-Pembroke	*	 	 W	67-57	
Sat,	Feb	22	 at	Lander	*	 	 W	75-68	
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Milledgeville)
Thurs, Feb 27 Kennesaw State  W 70-66 
Fri, Feb 28 Georgia College & State    L  70-80 
*Peach	Belt	Conference
1997-1998 (18-11, 11-5 PBC)
University	of	Indianapolis	Shootout	(Indianapolis,	Ind.)
Fri,  Nov 14 at Indianapolis  L  59-67 
Sat, Nov 15 vs. Oakland University  W 66-63	
Mon,	Nov	17	 Shaw	University	 	 L	62-84	
Sat,	Nov	22	 at	Savannah	State			 	 L	84-87	
Mon,	Nov	24	 Florida	Memorial		 	 W	63-47	
Wed,	Nov	26	 Lake	Superior	State	 	 W	60-50	
Sat,	Nov	29	 Southern	Wesleyan	 	 L	58-69	
Wed,	Dec	10	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 	 L	70-91	
Sat,	Dec	13	 Clayton	State	*	 	 W	83-72	
Mon,	Dec	15	 Edward	Waters			 	 W	96-57	
All-Time Results
AASU has made four trips to the NCAA Championships since 200059
Sat,	Feb	16	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 L	76-87
Wed,	Feb	20	 at	Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	53-75
Sat,	Feb	23	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	80-55
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Columbus,	Ga.)
Wed, Feb 27 vs. USC Spartanburg  W 68-60
Fri, Mar 1 at Columbus State  L 68-72
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
2002-2003 (14-14, 12-7 PBC)
2002	Eckerd	College	Classic	(St.	Petersburg,	Fla.)
Fri, Nov 19 vs. Queens (N.C.)  L 74-75
Sat, Nov 20 at Eckerd  L 61-82
Wed,	Dec	4	 at	Fort	Valley	State	 	 L	60-66
Sat,	Dec	7	 Clayton	State	*	 	 L	60-65
Sat,	Dec	14	 at	Presbyterian	 	 L	47-53
Wed,	Dec	18	 Fort	Valley	State	 	 W	76-59
2002	AASU	Christmas	Classic
Fri, Dec 20 Eckerd  L 56-67
Sat, Dec 21 Lenoir-Rhyne  L 42-77
Thurs,	Jan	2	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	50-48
Sat,	Jan	4	 at	Lander	*	 	 W	69-58
Sat,	Jan	11	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 L	62-63
Mon,	Jan	13	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	77-53
Wed,	Jan	15	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	73-67	ot
Sat,	Jan	18	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 L	61-77
Wed,	Jan	22	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	56-51
Sat,	Jan	25	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 L	55-65
Wed,	Jan	29	 at	Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	59-72
Sat,	Feb	1	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	58-40
Wed,	Feb	5	 Augusta	State	*	 	 L	55-59
Sat,	Feb	8	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	65-61
Wed,	Feb	12	 at	North	Florida	*	 	 L	64-71
Sat,	Feb	15	 at	Clayton	State	*	 	 W	62-58
Wed,	Feb	19	 North	Florida	*	 	 W	62-48
Sat,	Feb	22	 Columbus	State	*	 	 W	79-62
Wed,	Feb	26	 Georgia	College	&	State	*	 W	81-67
Sat,	Mar	1	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	63-57
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Columbus,	Ga.)
Wed, Mar 5 vs. UNC Pembroke  W 67-59
Fri, Mar 7 vs. USC Spartanburg  L 57-61
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
2003-2004 (21-10, 10-6 PBC)
Sat,	Nov	15	 Presbyterian	 	 W	75-63
Mon,	Nov	17	 at	Paine	 	 W	61-60
Sat,	Nov	22	 Clark	Atlanta	 	 W	112-65
Tues,	Nov	25	 Fayetteville	State	 	 W	68-67
2003	Neader	Group	Classic	(St.	Petersburg,	Fla.)
Fri, Nov 28 vs. Nova Southeastern  W 73-63
Sat, Nov 29 at Eckerd  L 73-80
Tues,	Dec	2	 Paine	 	 W	61-50
2003	R.	L.	Vaughan	Invitational	(Elizabeth	City,	NC)
Fri, Dec 5 vs. Livingstone  W 85-83
Sat, Dec 6 at Elizabeth City State  W 75-68
2003	AASU/Chatham	Orthopaedics	Holiday	Classic
Fri, Dec 19 Eckerd  L 67-70
Sat, Dec 20 Lenoir-Rhyne  W 56-48
Wed,	Jan	7	 at	Georgia	College	&	State	*	 W	66-54
Sat,	Jan	10	 at	Augusta	State	*	 	 W	70-58
Wed,	Jan	14	 Clayton	State	*	 	 W	64-60
Sat,	Jan	17	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 L	65-69
Wed,	Jan	21	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 	 L	61-76
Sat,	Jan	24	 Lander	*	 	 W	71-60
Wed,	Jan	28	 at	Clayton	State	*	 	 L	54-70
Sat,	Jan	31	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	86-75
Wed,	Feb	4	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 L	61-65
Sat,	Feb	7	 USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	76-65
Wed,	Feb	11	 at	North	Florida	*	 	 W	55-52
Sat,	Feb	14	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 L	64-69
Wed,	Feb	18	 Georgia	College	&	State	*	 W	77-52
Sat,	Feb	21	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	74-69
Wed,	Feb	25	 North	Florida	*	 	 W	74-61
Sat,	Feb	28	 Columbus	State	*	 	 L	67-73
2004	Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Augusta,	Ga.)
Wed, Mar 3 vs. Lander  W 74-69
Fri, Mar 5 vs. Francis Marion  W 72-69
Sat, Mar 6 vs. Columbus State  L 49-89
Sat,	Jan	29	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	67-64
Wed,	Feb	2	 at	North	Florida	*	 	 W	83-75
Sat,	Feb	5	 Columbus	State	*	 	 W	87-82
Sat,	Feb	12	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	74-61
Wed,	Feb	16	 at	Clayton	College	&	State	*	 L	68-73
Sat,	Feb	19	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	74-54
Wed,	Feb	23	 at	Augusta	State	*	 	 L	89-91	2ot
Sat,	Feb	26	 Clayton	College	&	State	*	 W	66-53
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Greenwood,	SC)
Thurs, Mar 2 vs. UNC Pembroke  W 77-54
Fri, Mar 3 vs. Augusta State  W 69-46
Sat, Mar 4 vs. Columbus State  L 67-95
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
2000-2001 (25-8, 15-1 PBC)
Disney’s	Division	II	TipOff	Classic	(Orlando,	Fla.)
Fri, Nov 10 vs. Bentley  L 69-72
Sat, Nov 11 vs. Wayne State (Neb.)  W 72-62
Sun, Nov 12 vs. St. Joseph’s (Ind.)  L 65-67
Sat, Nov 18 Claflin  W 68-48
Tues,	Nov	21	 at	Valdosta	State	 	 W	63-51
Fri,	Nov	24	 Clark	Atlanta	 	 W	93-88
Wed,	Nov	29	 Presbyterian	 	 L	72-75
Sat,	Dec	2	 Savannah	State	 	 W	90-50
Wed,	Dec	6	 at	Clark	Atlanta	 	 L	65-74
Sat,	Dec	9	 Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	90-76
Fri,	Dec	22	 Lenoir-Rhyne	 	 W	68-48
Sat,	Dec	23	 Wingate	 	 L	73-83
Sat,	Dec	30	 Valdosta	State	 	 W	70-51
Wed,	Jan	3	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	67-50
Sat,	Jan	6	 at	Lander	*	 	 W	67-62
Wed,	Jan	10	 at	Savannah	State	 	 W	65-57
Sat,	Jan	13	 Columbus	State	*	 	 W	63-62		ot
Wed,	Jan	17	 at	North	Florida	*	 	 W	79-76
Sat,	Jan	20	 at	Georgia	College	&	State	*	 W	73-68	ot
Wed,	Jan	24	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	79-71
Sat,	Jan	27	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 	 W	81-76
Wed,	Jan	31	 North	Florida	*	 	 W	66-64
Sat,	Feb	3	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 W	65-57
Mon,	Feb	5	 Georgia	College	&	State	*	 W	67-66
Sat,	Feb	10	 USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	66-63
Wed,	Feb	14	 Clayton	College	&	State	*	 W	70-62
Sat,	Feb	17	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	67-62
Wed,	Feb	21	 Augusta	State	*	 	 W	58-45
Sat,	Feb	24	 at	Clayton	College	&	State	*	 L	77-85	ot
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Greenwood,	SC)
Thurs, Mar 1 vs. USC Spartanburg  W 82-74
Fri, Mar 2 vs. Columbus State  W 76-71
Sat, Mar 3 vs. Augusta State  L 46-60
NCAA	Division	II	South	Atlantic	Regional	(Charlotte,	NC)
Thurs, Mar 8 vs. Wingate  L 67-88
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
	
2001-2002 (13-15, 8-11 PBC)
Sat,	Nov	17	 at	Presbyterian	 	 L	57-66
Sat,	Nov	24	 at	Wingate	 	 L	59-73
Wed,	Nov	28	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	78-69
Sat,	Dec	1	 Lander	*	 	 L	50-53
Tues,	Dec	4	 Savannah	State	 	 W	68-52
Sat, Dec 8 Claflin  W 83-63
2001	AASU	Christmas	Classic
Fri, Dec 21 Carson-Newman  L 69-85
Sat, Dec 22 Lenoir-Rhyne  W 58-57 ot
Sat,	Jan	5	 USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	60-53
Mon,	Jan	7	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	94-88
Wed,	Jan	9	 USC	Aiken	*	 	 L	56-59
Sat,	Jan	12	 Columbus	State	*	 	 W	79-76
Wed,	Jan	16	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	76-55
Sat,	Jan	19	 at	USC	Spartanburg	*	 	 W	76-64
Wed,	Jan	23	 Georgia	College	&	State	*	 L	53-54
Sat,	Jan	26	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 L	71-74
Wed,	Jan	30	 at	Augusta	State	*	 	 L	55-78
Sat,	Feb	2	 at	Kennesaw	State	*	 	 L	76-82	ot
Mon,	Feb	4	 at	Clayton	State	*	 	 L	59-67
Wed,	Feb	6	 North	Florida	*	 	 L	71-74
Sat,	Feb	9	 Clayton	State	*	 	 L	54-70
Wed,	Feb	13	 at	North	Florida	*	 	 W	93-69
2004	NCAA	Division	II	South	Atl.	Regional	(Kennesaw,	Ga.)
Sat, Mar 13 vs. Francis Marion  L 84-86
2004-2005 (15-14, 6-10 PBC)
Sat,	Nov	15	 Queens	(N.C.)	 	 W	89-77
Sat,	Nov	20	 at	Wingate	 	 L	59-79
Tues,	Nov	23	 Mars	Hill	 	 W	72-69
2004	Eckerd	College	Classic	(St.	Petersburg,	Fla.)
Fri, Nov 26 Nova Southeastern  W 58-49
Sat, Nov 27 at Eckerd  L 52-60
Tues,	Nov	30	 Elizabeth	City	State	 	 W	63-62
Sat,	Dec	4	 at	Mars	Hill	 	 L	84-67
2004	Chatham	Orthopaedics	Holiday	Classic
Fri, Dec 17 Lenoir Rhyne  W 74-63
Sat, Dec 18  SCAD  W 68-66
Tues,	Dec	21	 at	Florida	Tech	 	 W	69-59
Thurs,	Dec	30	 Wingate	 	 W	84-72
Wed,	Jan	5	 Georgia	College	&	State*	 W	66-58
Sat,	Jan	8	 Augusta	State*	 	 W	60-53
Wed,	Jan	12	 at	Clayton	State*	 	 L	56-44
Sat,	Jan	15	 at	Francis	Marion*	 	 W	79-47
Wed,	Jan	19	 Kennesaw	State*	 	 L	52-50
Sat,	Jan	22	 at	Lander*	 	 L	57-56
Wed,	Jan	26	 Clayton	State*	 	 L	63-59
Sat,	Jan	29	 UNC	Pembroke*	 	 W	95-68
Wed,	Feb	2	 at	Kennesaw	State*	 	 L	89-61
Sat,	Feb	5	 at	USC	Aiken*	 	 W	80-77
Wed,	Feb	9	 North	Florida*		 	 L	72-68
Sat,	Feb	12	 Columbus	State*	 	 L	83-77
Wed,	Feb	16	 at	Georgia	College	State*	 L	59-54
Sat,	Feb	19	 USC	Upstate*	 	 L	71-70
Wed,	Feb	23	 at	North	Florida*	 	 L	68-53
Sat,	Feb	26	 at	Columbus*	 	 W	79-70
Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Augusta,	Ga.)
Wed, Mar 2 vs. Francis Marion  W 66-39	
Fri,	Mar	4	 vs.	Kennesaw	State	 	 L	50-72
2005-2006 (23-8, 15-5 PBC)
Wed,	Nov.	16	 at	Queens	(NC)	 	 W	68-62
2005	Wendy’s	TipOff	Classic	(Charlotte,	NC)
Fri, Nov. 18 vs. Shaw  W 69-67 ot
Sat, Nov. 19 vs. Carson-Newman  W 75-70
Sat,	Nov.	26	 vs.	Fort	Valley	State	(Tifton)	 L	46-47
Wed,	Nov.	30	 Clayton	State	*	 	 W	69-63
Sat,	Dec.	3	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 L	77-65
2005	AASU/Chatham	Orthopaedics	Holiday	Classic
Fri, Dec 16 Lenoir-Rhyne  W 66-55
Sat, Dec 17 Presbyterian  W 65-56
Tues,	Dec.	20	 Florida	Tech	 	 W	78-71
Fri,	Dec.	30	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	81-67
Wed,	Jan.	4	 Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	75-59
Sat,	Jan.	7	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	79-60
Wed,	Jan.	11	 Lander	*	 	 W	63-51
Wed,	Jan	18	 USC	Upstate	*	 	 W	50-49
Sat,	Jan.	21	 at	North	Georgia	*	 	 W	98-85
Mon,	Jan.	23	 Augusta	State	*	 	 L	58-64
Wed,	Jan.	25	 at	Clayton	State	*	 	 L	49-66
Sat,	Jan.	28	 Columbus	State	*	 	 W	84-75
Wed,	Feb.	1	 at	Augusta	State	*	 	 W	70-52
Sat,	Feb.	4	 USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	75-65
Mon,	Feb.	6	 at	GCSU	*	 	 L	65-74
Wed,	Feb.	8	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	71-63
Sat,	Feb.	11	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 W	85-68
Wed,	Feb.	15	 at	Lander	*	 	 W	55-45
Mon,	Feb.	20	 GCSU	*	 	 W	57-50
Wed,	Feb.	22	 at	USC	Upstate	*	 	 L	67-76
Sat,	Feb.	25	 North	Georgia	*	 	 W	74-49
2006	Peach	Belt	Tournament	(Greenwood,	S.C.)
Fri, Mar 3 vs. Augusta State  W 76-69
Sat, Mar 4 vs. GCSU  W 74-72
Sun, Mar 5 vs. USC Upstate  L 49-73
2006	NCAA	Division	II	South	Atl.	Regional	(Richmond,	Va.)
Sat, Mar. 11 vs. Presbyterian  L 67-73
 60
All-Time Results
AASU is 130-51 at Alumni Arena since the building opened in 1995
2006-07 (21-9, 11-5 PBC)
2006	Hillyard	Tip-Off	Classic	(St.	Joseph,	Mo.)
Fri., Nov. 17 vs. Truman State  W 70-67
Sat., Nov. 18 at Missouri Western State W 65-61
Sat.,	Nov.	25	 Florida	Southern	 	 W	61-58
Mon.,	Nov.	27	 Brewton	Parker	 	 W	70-47
2006	Walt	Baker	Classic	(Salisbury,	N.C.)
Fri., Dec. 1 at Catawba  W 94-86
Sat., Dec. 2 vs. Lenoir-Rhyne  L 53-64
2006	Chatham	Orthopedics	Holiday	Classic
Fri., Dec. 15 Eckerd  W 60-59
Sat., Dec. 16 Lenoir-Rhyne  W 71-68
Wed.,	Dec.	20	 at	Florida	Southern	 	 L	81-93
2006	Spring	Hill	Suites	Midtown	New	Year	Classic
Fri., Dec. 29 Southern Arkansas  W 74-64
Sat., Dec. 30 Ferris State  W 76-68
Wed.,	Jan.	3	 GCSU	*	 	 W	68-66
Sat.,	Jan.	6	 North	Georgia	*	 	 W	78-70
Wed.,	Jan.	10	 at	Clayton	State	*	 	 L	64-69	ot
Sat.,	Jan.	13	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	75-60
Wed.,	Jan.	17	 Augusta	State	*	 	 L	74-83
Sat.,	Jan.	20	 at	Lander	*	 	 W	55-54
Wed.,	Jan.	24	 Clayton	State	*	 	 W	63-58
Sat.,	Jan.	27	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 L	60-62
Wed.,	Jan.	31	 at	Augusta	State	*	 	 L	53-77
Sat.,	Feb.	3	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	85-56
Wed.,	Feb.	7	 Georgia	Southwestern	State	*	 W	59-56
Sat.,	Feb.	10	 Columbus	State	*	 	 W	80-64
Wed.,	Feb.	14	 at	GCSU	*	 	 W	62-53
Sat.,	Feb.	17	 USC	Upstate	*	 	 W	68-61
Thurs.,	Feb.	22	 at	Georgia	Southwestern	State	*	L	64-75
Sat.,	Feb.	24	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 W	72-60	
2007	Peach	Belt	Championships	(at	Greenwood,	S.C.)
Fri., Mar 2 vs. Francis Marion  W 78-68
Sat., Mar. 3 at Lander  L 56-60
2007	NCAA	DII	South	Atlantic	Regional	(Augusta,	Ga.)
Sat., Mar. 11 vs. Wingate  L 68-72
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
2007-08 (17-11, 11-9 PBC)
PBC/Conference	Carolinas	Clazzic	(Florence,	S.C.)
Fri., Nov. 16 vs. Coker  W 75-73
Sat., Nov. 17 vs. St. Andrews  W 79-69
Sat.,	Nov.	24	 at	West	Georgia	 	 L	70-72
Wed.,	Nov.	28	 North	Georgia	*	 	 W	88-75
Sat.,	Dec.	1	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 L	82-87
2007	Chatham	Orthopedics	Holiday	Classic
Tues., Dec. 18 Eckerd  W 60-59
Sat., Dec. 16 Lenoir-Rhyne  W 71-68
Wed.,	Dec.	20	 at	Florida	Southern	 	 L	81-93
2006	Spring	Hill	Suites	Midtown	New	Year	Classic
Fri., Dec. 29 Southern Arkansas  W 74-64
Sat., Dec. 30 Ferris State  W 76-68
Wed.,	Jan.	3	 GCSU	*	 	 W	68-66
Sat.,	Jan.	6	 North	Georgia	*	 	 W	78-70
Wed.,	Jan.	10	 at	Clayton	State	*	 	 L	64-69	ot
Sat.,	Jan.	13	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 	 W	75-60
Wed.,	Jan.	17	 Augusta	State	*	 	 L	74-83
Sat.,	Jan.	20	 at	Lander	*	 	 W	55-54
Wed.,	Jan.	24	 Clayton	State	*	 	 W	63-58
Sat.,	Jan.	27	 UNC	Pembroke	*	 	 L	60-62
Wed.,	Jan.	31	 at	Augusta	State	*	 	 L	53-77
Sat.,	Feb.	3	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 	 W	85-56
Wed.,	Feb.	7	 Georgia	Southwestern	State	*	 W	59-56
Sat.,	Feb.	10	 Columbus	State	*	 	 W	80-64
Wed.,	Feb.	14	 at	GCSU	*	 	 W	62-53
Sat.,	Feb.	17	 USC	Upstate	*	 	 W	68-61
Thurs.,	Feb.	22	 at	Georgia	Southwestern	State	*	L	64-75
Sat.,	Feb.	24	 at	Columbus	State	*	 	 W	72-60	
2007	Peach	Belt	Championships	(at	Greenwood,	S.C.)
Fri., Mar 2 vs. Francis Marion  W 78-68
Sat., Mar. 3 at Lander  L 56-60
2007	NCAA	DII	South	Atlantic	Regional	(Augusta,	Ga.)
Sat., Mar. 11 vs. Wingate  L 68-72
*	Peach	Belt	Conference
ALL DAY  EVERY DAY
HAPPY HOUR
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A graduate of the University of West
Virginia Dental School, Dr. Davis
completed three years postdoctoral
training in Prosthodontics focusing in
areas of implant prosthetics, cosmetic
dentistry, temporal mandibular joint
treatment (TMJ), crown and bridge
and removable prosthetics.
Dr. Termotto earned his D.M.D. 
from the University of Medicine &
dentistry of New Jersey and completed
his postdoctoral training in 
sedative management at New York
University Brookdale Hospital.
ALL PHASES OF DENTISTRY:
Implants • Restorative • Cosmetic Dentistry • Sedation
Savannah, GA Bluffton, SC
(912) 925-3400 (843) 815-5400
www.distinctdentalservices.com
OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT • NEW PATIENTS WELCOME
Providing quality denistry in the 
Low Country since 1974
SANDY TERMOTTO, D.M.D. BYRON DAVIS, D.D.S., M.S.
SANDY S. TERMOTTO, D.M.D.
and BYRON DAVIS, D.D.S., M.S.
ALL PHASES OF DENTISTRY
  
Randy Roderick & Associates
www.herffjonesstatesboro.com
Your NEW Home For AASU
Pirate Athletics
aasupirates.com
The Official Wireless Provider for
Armstrong Atlantic State Athletics
Cingular Wireless is the new AT&T
Your World. Delivered.
The AASU Athletic Department  Wishes 
To Thank The Following For Their 







J. Larry Miles Jr. M.S., CSP 
               AASU Alumni 1981 





Bill Payment Services • Internet Banking
24 Hour Audio Response Line
On Line Loan Applications





























U N L I M I T E D TM
Commercial - Golf - Sports - Residential
Irrigation, Construction, Renovation, Maintenance
AR/AP P.O. Box 1927
Richmond Hill, GA 31324








HUTSON PLUMBING CO., INC.
329 Bonaventure Road
Savannah, Georgia 31404
JOHN R. HUTSON LYNN MOODY






































































South Atlantic Painting, Inc.
693 Hadden Lake Rd.
Clyo, GA 31303
(912) 658-5946
Specializing in Commercial Painting
10094 Ferguson Avenue • Savannah, Georgia 31406
(912) 354-6898 • Fax (912) 353-7141


























For More Information Call Coach Jeff Burkhamer at (912) 344-2992
“Saving the most on the coast”
AASU Head Coach jeff Burkhamer 




AASU has made seven trips to the NCAA Tournament in school history68
Media Spot Chart
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2008-2009 Armstrong Atlantic State University
Men’s Basketball Schedule
Date Day Opponent Time 
Nov. 17 Mon. Queens (N.C.) 7:00 p.m.
Nov. 28-29 Fri.-Sat. at Charleston (W. Va.) Subway Classic (Charleston, W. Va.)
Nov. 28 Fri. vs. Cincinnati Temple Baptist 6:00 p.m.
Nov. 29 Sat. vs. Lock Haven 2:00 p.m.
Dec.	2	 Tues.	 at	UNC	Pembroke	*	 7:30	p.m.
Dec. 6 Sat. USC Aiken * 4:00 p.m.
Dec.	19-20	 Fri.-Sat.	 2008	Chatham	Orthopaedics	Holiday	Classic
Dec.	19	 Fri.	 St. Augustine’s vs. Lenoir-Rhyne	 3:00 p.m.
	 	 AASU	vs.	Concordia-Selma	 8:00	p.m.
Dec.	20	 Sat.	 St. Augustine’s vs. Concordia-Selma	 3:00 p.m.
	 	 AASU	vs.	Lenoir-Rhyne	 8:00	p.m.
Dec.	29-30	 Mon.-Tues.	 2008	Spring	Hill	Suites	Midtown	New	Year	Classic
Dec.	29	 Mon.	 GC&SU vs. Wingate 5:00 p.m.
  AASU	vs.	West	Virginia	Wesleyan	 7:30	p.m.
Dec.	30	 Tues.	 GC&SU vs. West Virginia Wesleyan 1:00 p.m.
  AASU	vs.	Wingate	 3:30	p.m.
Jan.	5	 Mon.	 at	North	Georgia	*	 7:30	p.m.
Jan. 7 Wed. Georgia Southwestern State * 7:30 p.m.
Jan.	10	 Sat.	 at	Augusta	State	*	 7:30	p.m.
Jan. 14 Wed. GCSU * 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 19 Mon. North Georgia * 7:30 p.m.
Jan.	22	 Thurs.	 at	Columbus	State	*	 7:30	p.m.
Jan.	24	 Sat.	 at	Lander	*	 4:00	p.m.
Jan. 28 Wed. Clayton State * 7:30 p.m.
Jan.	31	 Sat.	 at	USC	Aiken	*	 7:30	p.m.
Feb. 2 Sat. Francis Marion * 7:30 p.m.
Feb.	4	 Wed.	 at	Georgia	Southwestern	State	*	 7:30	p.m.
Feb. 7 Sat. UNC Pembroke * 7:30 p.m.
Feb.	11	 Wed.	 at	GC&SU	*	 7:30	p.m.
Feb. 14 Sat. Augusta State * 4:00 p.m.
Feb.	16	 Mon.	 at	Clayton	State	*	 7:30	p.m.
Feb. 19 Thurs. Columbus State * 7:30 p.m.
Feb.	25	 Wed.	 at	Francis	Marion	*	 7:30	p.m.
Feb. 28 Sat. Lander * 4:00 p.m.
March	3-8	 Wed.-Sun.	 at	2008	PBC	Championships	(Aiken,	S.C.)
March	14-17	 Sat.-Tues.	 at	NCAA	DII	South	Atlantic	Regional	(Site	TBA)
March 25-28 Wed.-Sat. at NCAA DII Elite Eight (Springfield, Mass.) 
Bold	denotes	home	game.			*	-	Peach	Belt	Conference	game
This Is Armstrong Atlantic Basketball
The togetherness ... the closeness ... the caring ...
At AASU, you will always have a teammate to support you !
